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Foreword. much more - these are the hallmarks of limited means, albeit on a much 

the grand spectacular event that we smaller scale but equally rich in "All our dreams can come true, if we 
host every year. content - largely aided by online tools have the courage to pursue them.” - 

which enabled us to reach out to all our Walt Disney Our PBWA family has coalesced into a 
members and our community during unique ecosystem over the years. An T h i s  f a m o u s  u t t e r a n c e  a p t l y  that difficult period.ecosystem where some members summarizes the journey that PBWA 

steadily work throughout the year for This year we are back in no uncertain has traversed since 2006 when we first 
betterment of our society and one in fashion - with all the splendour, the commenced our Durgotsav journey. 
which ready support is spontaneously magnificence, the gaiety and the 

We have come a long way since then offered when any member requires awesome majesty of our Durgotsav 
and have left an indelible stamp on the help. An ecosystem which enables us to that Mumbai has come to expect of us. 
Durgotsav map of Mumbai. Our uphold and perpetuate our glorious You, dear Patrons and members of magnificent pandals, the grandeur of culture. An ecosystem that provides a this august assemblage have made our Utsav backdrop, the sheer artistry plat form for  our  members  to  all this possible. We are grateful for and variety of our riveting and periodically interface with each other, your patronage and look forward to noteworthy cultural programs, the be it during the Durgotsav, the annual a continuing association that can resplendent and deeply revered Ma sports, the picnics or other notable only grow stronger over time Durga flanked by her 4 children, the cultural events that we periodically 
exquisite Bengali cuisine on offer, the - Arnob Mondalorganise such as Rabindra Jayanti. An 
sumptuous Bhog Prasad lunch that is ecosystem that enables us to bond with 
offered to thousands of visitors on each other as a true community.
three successive days, the piety and 

The last 2-year period was one where devotion with which our esteemed 
the whole world as knew it came members immerse themselves in the 
crashing down. The pestilence which actual puja over the days of the 
seared all countries, large or small, did Durgotsav, the camaraderie and the 
not, however, defeat us at PBWA. We bonding between our members that is 
still staged a Durgotsav within our so evident during these days, and so 
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Durgotsav 2021 - Our Flagship Event



 Durgotsav 2021 - A Pandal with a Difference

While PBWA has always created replicas of temples and historical structures, this time a replica of a “Straw roofed Village Hut” as is prevalent in 
the villages in Bengal, was created. The decor was created entirely in-house by members and their families.
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 Durgotsav 2021

The Divine Mother & Her Children
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Mahalaya is said to be the day when Goddess Durga defeated 
the demon, Mahishasura. The day signifies the end of Pitru 
Paksha Shradh and the beginning of Durga Puja for Bengalis. Pitru 
Paksha is a period of worshipping the ancestors and the deceased 
and to pray for the peace of their souls. In Bengal, Mahalaya also 
marks beginning of Devi-paksha, and the day that the Goddess 
Durga begins her journey from her mountain abode where 
she lives with her consort, Lord Shiva, to her parents' home. PBWA 
members assembled at the under-construction pandal at 4.30 am 
and celebrated the occasion together. 

Mahalaya
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Moments Durgotsav 2021 - With Blessings from our elders, we begin

As has been our tradition over last 16 years, we commence proceedings of our Durga Puja with due blessings of the elderly members of PBWA. Such is 

the spirit of these elderly ladies that some even joined the occasion remotely through collaboration platforms. The inauguration was ably anchored by 

our lady members
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Durgotsav 2021 - The core of the occasion - Puja Rituals

Shondhi Puja Bhog offering for The Mother The Holy Fire Pushpanjali in progress
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The Divine Mother arrives 

Finishing touches to the Donation Box All hands on deck. Behind-the-scenes support

The Broadcast Team 
who ensured virtual viewing 

Always in the mood for a jig

Moments Durgotsav 2021

The ‘Alpona’ comes alivePuja Team
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Happy Faces

Just Irresistible Telecast of Vaccination & Blood Donation DriveBytes for the Media

Pre-packed ‘Bhog’ or Prasad, 
ready for distribution

Some members of the Puja Team

Moments Durgotsav 2021

Celebrity presence - Noted Bollywood composer & Music Director, Pritam seeks 
blessings & mingles with the crowd

Drumming up the Pujo Spirit
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Durgotsav 2021 - ‘Dhunuchi Naach’ 

The dance with Incense burners are an integral part of any Durga Puja and is part of the evening Arati ritual. 

While in previous years a competition, open to ALL, used to be organised, this year owing to the Pandemic, this 

was organized on a limited scale. But the ladies and Gen-next more than compensated for the absence of a 

regular ‘Dhunuchi Naach’ session with their energy, fluid movements and grace. The roll of the Dhaak, the smell 

of incense, the smoky ambience together with the swaying dancers truly make it a surreal experience.
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Durgotsav 2021 - ‘Boron’ and ‘Sindoor Khela’ - Happiness & Prosperity for all

On ‘Dashami’ the last day of Durga Puja, the Mother and Her Children are bid farewell by married ladies in a ritual called ‘Boron’ wherein they 

symbolically offer sweets, apply vermillion and seek blessings. New bonds of friendship forged, old ones strengthened.
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Durgotsav 2021
‘Ashche Bochor Aabar Hobe’ Farewell Mother - Till next year!

‘Shanti Jol’ - Blessings in the form of Holy water sprinkles. 

Rituals finally end Final JourneyAbout to Depart



With Best Compliments From:

M/s. Hetero Drugs Ltd 
Marketing Office:

202/A, 2nd Floor, Sunteck Centre, 37-40, Subhash Road,  Vile Parle (East), Mumbai - 400 057.

Tel:  91 - 22 - 66442000 (10 Lines) | Fax: 91 - 22 - 26184419

Reg & Admin Office:

7-2-A2, Hetero Corporate, Industrial Estates, Sanath Nagar, Hyderabad. | Telangana, India - 500018.

Tel:   91 -40 - 23704923/ 24/ 25 | Fax:  91 - 40 - 23704926 / 23714250

E-mail : contact@heterodrugs.com | Website: www.heteroworld.com

HETERO 
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LIC No. SLA - 30310
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A/14, 001-Varsha C.H.S. Ltd., Gokuldham, Behind Krishna Vatika Temple, 
Gen. A. K. Vaidhya Marg, Goregaon (East), Mumbai - 400 063, Maharashtra, India.

vijayeshnandkeuliar@yahoo.com  |  vnk@engineer.com

Vijayesh Nand Keuliar 
Surveyor / Loss Assessor & Valuer 

FIRE ENGG.

MOTOR, MARINE, MISC.



SAMVIT INSIGHTS
Corporate Training & Consulting

803 A, Eldora, Hiranadani Gardens, Powai, Mumbai - 400 076
Tel: 98202 09700 | Email: arijitchanda@samvitinsights.com

With Best Compliments from:
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Cultural Programmes - 2021

Modern 

Bengali Songs presented 

by members and 

Gen-next

Violin Recital

Recitation or ‘Abritti’ presentation

Krishna Murari Dance Recitals

Sruti Natok - 

“Paka Dekha”
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‘Manik Mala Gaantha’- is a tribute to the one-and-only, All-in-one, the legendary Satyajit Ray on the occasion of his birth centenary (1921 - 2021).    

As a child, Ray was much adored and coddled and hence his nickname ‘Manik’ or Jewel, in Bengali. And that is how he was referred to by his close ones. 

Indeed, he remains amongst the brightest Jewels of all time in Global cinema. These tiny tots, ably directed and choreographed, gave a fitting tribute to 

the maestro. “Maharaja Tomare Selaam”

Our seasoned narrator
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‘Ja Gaache Ta Jaak’ - Let Go! A dance presentation, presented by our members on this theme was a fresh break from the then mood of heaviness 
looming in the air. The recital relived the tunes of Bengal’s favoured play back singers such as Shyamal Mitra and others. To enhance the mood, the 
recital was garnished with recitation in both Bengali and English skillfully articulated by our members. All in all, a range of senses covered from 
Recitation to Song and Dance.
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This musical presentation is an ode to those stars of 
literature, poetry, music & theatre from Bengal, who are  
no more, yet, their brilliance continues to shine on us, 
just as those countless stars in the Heavens  whose light, 
even after their death, continue to blaze through the 
universe like an eternal comet in the dark void.

“Anonto Nakkhotrobithi Tumi, Andhokarey”
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Shotorupe Aami - or ‘A hundred incarnations’- Women adopt different roles in everyday life and how ! From a gentle Homemaker to an aggressive 

Upholder of the Law; from a Boardroom executive to a practitioner of fine arts; from a Life-giver to a Life-saver -  women have this innate ability to 

wear multiple hats as has been so beautifully portrayed by this group of actors and dancers.   



Chikitsa Sankat - is a re-enactment of the humorous Bengali novel ‘Chikitsa Sankat’ (Treatment Dilemma) by Rajshekhar Basu, commonly known by 

his pen name, “Parashuram”. The plot humorously revolves around pitfalls of various kinds of medical treatments. Uniquely presented through 

comic sketches and background narration this was a first among many and thoroughly enjoyed by all.
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The Crooner The Whistler The NarratorDirector
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CEO Power Walk & Talk

The CEO Power Walk is a flagship event of every Durga Puja organized by PBWA, wherein, leaders from various walks of life participate and share their 

thoughts on pertinent and contemporary subjects so as to enlighten listeners of their perspectives, their experiences and important takeaways. In 

2021, although the CEO Power Walk was conducted virtually, thanks to the Pandemic, it received wide acclaim from listeners all over the world because 

of the sheer depth and quality of the discussion - which centred on SUSTAINABILITY, a topic widely deliberated upon, across foras right from Class 

rooms to Board rooms. The panel comprising of a galaxy of leaders who shared their thoughts and their own contributions on how they have made 

sustainability, actually impact the common mass through research and entrepreneurship.

Sukanti Ghosh, 

Sr. Vice President at 

Albright Stonebridge Group 

& Moderator

Professor Anand Rao, 

Centre for Technology Alternatives in 

Rural Areas, IIT Bombay

Abhay Pande, 

Senior Advisor at 

Albright Stonebridge Group

The Hosts from PBWA

Anjan Mukherjee, 

Founder Taraltec Solutions

Sarb Vir Singh, 

CEO, 

PolicyBazaar.com

Sourav Mitra Santanu Sen





With Best Compliments From:

Shop No.10, Blue Nail Building, G. L. Campus, 
Next to Hiranandani Hospital, Mumbai - 400 076.

507, Crystal Centre, Near Reflection Beauty Parlour, Raheja Vihar, 
Mumbai - 400 072. | +91 88793 46043

Mob.: +91 98211 47990 | 96191 00107

JAFAR ALI

With Best Compliments From:

Creative Labels Pvt. Ltd.
 

Email: vivek@creativelabels.co.in  

Phone:  +91 98201 21471 

Manufacturers of Self Adhesive (Sticker) label's 
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Patel Agri 
Industries Pvt. Ltd.
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Electronics Items Office Stationary Gifting

Printing Machine Branded Pens Trophy Printing

With Best Compliments From:

Marol Maroshi Road, Andheri (East), Mumbai - 400 099.
Tel.: +91 Email: booking@daubarik.com77301 61711• 

Debajit Bhattacharjee



With Best Compliments From:

Facility Services

ARYAN 
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Lakshmi Puja

Performed on Purnima day, four days after Vijaya 

Dashami, we seek Blessings of Mother Lakshmi for well-

being and prosperity for all

A pleasant task practised over the years - All Behind-the-scenes actors - Security, Catering, Pandal 
creators, Housekeeping, Ground helpers, etc. are publicly acknowledged through a token reward.

‘Parichay’ PBWAs in-house souvenir being e-launched keeping the 
pandemic in mind. The digital copy was in a flip-book mode so as to 
enable readers to get as close to the physical feel of browsing through a 
book. Being in a digital form, Parichay made its way to devices & hearts 
across the globe.
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Kali Puja & Diwali

Our Salutations to Goddess Kali, once again to protect us from all evil. 

This year too, gifts, and food items were distributed to under-privileged 

children and other NGOs.
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An important event on PBWAs calendar is the celebration of the great bard - Rabindranath Tagore’s birth anniversary; popularly known as Rabindra 

Jayanti. This event is a cultural extravaganza of music, dance, drama, recitation, et al. After two years when the pandemic played spoil-sport, the entire 

PBWA family got together in person and what followed, were masterpieces of Song, Dance, Poetry and Narration. The programme aptly titled “Kobi 

Pronam” or ‘Salutations to the Poet’ - was presented on the bard’s 161st birth anniversary at a local auditorium.

Kobi Pronam
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Kobi Pronam
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Dohar - which literally means ‘chorus’ is a Kolkata based band specializing in folk music of Bengal, Assam & Bangladesh. The group left the audience 

mesmerised with their foot-tapping compositions and their carefree, un-inhibited style of singing.  

Kobi Pronam



INDIAN OIL CORPORATION LIMITED

BHARAT PETROLEUM CORPORATION LIMITED

HINDUSTAN PETROLEUM CORPORATION LIMITED

Some of our Valued Customers In India :

With Best Compliments From:

99-D, HSIDC Industrial Estate, Sector-31, Faridabad - 121 003
Ph : 0129 - 404 2464 / 74. Email : info@htpcindia.com

HT PROCESS CONTROLS PVT. LTD. 

ONTROLS

HTPC

Manufacturers & Suppliers of Fully Integrated Automatic Electronic LPG 

Carousel System and Allied Equipment

With Best Compliments From:

Pushpak Auto & Gas Station

Dealers: Indian Oil

Hasmukh Patel - +91 82686 18546
Opp. Majas Bus Depot, Jogeshwari Vikhroli Link Road,

Jogeshwari (E), Mumbai - 400 060. 
Tel.: 022 2823 5916 | Email: pushpakauto999@gmail.com



Samcon Industrial

With Best Compliments from:
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In this annual column on behalf of PBWA’s Digital followers could get an entire spectrum of information This will be the first time that our Durgotsav 
Initiatives Team, I am proud to share our journey of and updates in one window. The website has been Auditorium Stage Backdrop will be in full LED. 
2021 and the early part of 2022, as we cheer-lead unprecedented viewership during and post- This mega LED display will allow the props for our 
PBWA into the last quarter of India’s First Durgotsav and continues to be the flag bearer of our various programs like Natok, Dance etc. to go Digital 
Independent Century. Digitalisation journey. and will also allow us to have Act-wise transitions of 

images and videos as well as prep up the backdrop of A Glimpse from our Revamped Website Home PageThis year also marks the recognition of Durga Puja as 
the Live performances by various Bands.a UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage which is a one Our Digital Assets like YouTube and Facebook have 

of a kind recognition of the Bengali culture and We are also working on releasing the Full Concert also delivered remarkably. Our YouTube channel now 
community. Videos of all our Past YouTube Performers. So far, has over 45 million video views and almost 2 Lakh 

most of the videos released were Song-wise, and subscribers and 5+ Billion view impressions.The We celebrated Durgotsav 2021 Phygitally, and were 
allowed viewers to enjoy the individual songs, and channel now has over 700 videos covering all our scale up the success of an Online Durgotsav in 2020 
now we will start releasing the Full Concert Videos - Cultural Programs from 2006 to 2021 as well as by beaming all our 2021 Programs Live for the first 
many of them in full HD and with audio corrections Rabindra Jayanti 2022 and is a repository of our many time nationally via a dedicated Channel on Tata 
(e.g., Mono to Stereo for the Older concerts) - which nostalgic memories. Sky, Den Cable TV, YouTube Live and Facebook live.
will allow us to enjoy the entire concert of performers 

Our Facebook channel has seen significant Last year, we had mentioned about our plans to like ‘The Local Train’, ‘Shreya Ghoshal’, ‘Rupam Islam’ 
followership growth and has been at the forefront of revamp our website and make it contemporary and and many YouTube others.
live streaming many programs to our members and scalable. The entire Digital team worked tirelessly 

The Digital team has many second generation of PBWA-followers.and we were able to Go-live in time to conduct the 
ites and is an ever growing community. We invite even entire live telecast of the Durgotsav 2021 via our The Digital Team is working on delivering two more members to become a part of this world heritage 

website. This also allowed us to have a landing home new initiatives in 2022. initiative.
for all our Digital Asset feeds and in one view our 

PBWA’s Digital Update

- Prateek Bhattacharya
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ADROIT 
INTERNATIONAL
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GLOBAL IMPEX



Kataline Infra Proj.

With Best Compliments from:
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Unit No. 12, Ground Floor, Building No. 16-A,

Samhita Premises Commercial Co-operative Society Ltd.,

Beside Hotel Fairfield by Marriott, Behind Saki Naka Telephone Exchange,

Off. Andheri-Kurla Road, Saki Naka, Mumbai - 400 072, Maharashtra, India.

ARTS EXPRESS SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.

R

Tel: +91 22 4014 1481 / 4013 5495

Website: www.artsexpressindia.com

With Best Compliments from 

Includes: Belts, Wallets, Purses, Handbags and Trolley Bags 

From V.I.P., American Tourister, Safari, Baggit, Lavie, Caprese

& Many More...

POWAI’S HUB OF THE FINEST LEATHER ARTICLES

Shop No. 27, Galleria, Hiranandani Garden, 

Powai, Mumbai - 400 076.

LEATHER GALLERIA

Prashant Doiphode (Owner)
Mob.: +91 90048 67299



However, the pandemic actually threatened to turn Come, Help Mission Swayam Siddha in its journey 
back the clock to their pre-MSS existence of these forward!
trainees.  It seemed that the lives that MSS set out to 

Workshop: 
transform since 2007, had hit an impenetrable road 

126, Powai Plaza, Hiranandani Gardens, Powai
block because the training and production would 

Instagram:@missionswayamsiddhahave to stop, income earning opportunities would dry 
Facebook: up, and the social and economic transformation of our 
https://www.facebook.com/MissionSwayamSiddhaMSS trainees would grind to a halt. Not so! MSS and its 

trainees stood up together to buck the trend, devising 
coping strategies to continue with the mission, and 

“It is during our darkest moments that we must turning challenges thrown up by the pandemic into 
focus to see the light." - Aristotle opportunities for further growth and empowerment.  

‘Mission Swayamsiddha’ took on a new dimension! The light seems to have finally shone through the 
darkness that had descended upon us during the Presenting here, stories of some of our Swayam 
Covid-19 pandemic. This is particularly relevant for siddhas, in their own words, transcribed in English, - 
the lives and livelihood of women trainees at Mission snippets of their lives during the pandemic, and their 
Swayam Siddha (MSS) - a social initiative of the Powai renewed dreams as they continue on their journey 
Bengali Welfare Association (PBWA) to empower towards self-reliance and empowerment with MSS by 
economically and socially less privileged women. their side.
These ‘Swayamsiddhas’ as we choose to call them, are 

“The secret of change is to focus all of your energy, 
back with a bang at their workplace in Powai, doing 

not on fighting the old, but on building the new.” - 
what they do best - handcrafting beautiful products 

Socrates
that find their way to homes and hearts all over the 

- Jayati Sarkarcountry & beyond. 

MISSION SWAYAM SIDDHA
Building the New: Back to Work @Mission Swayam Siddha
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Scan above qr code to view

all that MISSION SWAYAM SIDDHA has to offer

I am Kiran, working at MSS since 2007. When I joined MSS I I wake up early in the morning and manage all the cooking while 
did not know anything, I was shy and timid. Gradually all Didis my sons take care of other things, so that I get free by noon. 
at MSS taught me embroidery, making paper bags, jewellery Back to work and more: Now that  training at the MSS office has 
and I was amazed that I could pick up the skills so soon that started fully,  I am very happy to go back to work. I  enjoy MSS 
within a few years I was made a trainer to teach other trainees. work even after a tiring day. The best part is that I can now 
During the pandemic: we used to receive our earnings / manage both my MSS training and production along with having 
salary regularly from MSS even when all the work stopped.  my hands full with the food stall work!!  This is the confidence I 
During the lockdown, we also received groceries from MSS for have acquired from being associated with MSS for the last fifteen 
a while. This was a great help. years! I feel an ideal mind is a devil’s workshop, and hence I like to 

be always occupied with productive work.  Starting my own business: As I was home the whole day, I 
utilised this time to open our own little food stall after the 
second lockdown. Till date, the business is going on very well.  

Kiran Gupta
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I am:  Kamini  working with MSS for over10 years doing cross stitch distraction from the stress which I was going through.
and embroidery work. Loss and a turning point: When things were getting normalized a 
The pandemic changed my life in many ways. Before the pandemic little, I lost my husband in August 2021.  I was completely shattered but I 
started, my  monthly earnings from MSS helped me buy my  knew I had to be strong for my children and meet their educational 
husband’s medication. With the work at MSS coming to a halt during expenses.  Eventually I gathered the strength to take up a full day job 
the first lockdown, since  my sons and I had no fixed job during the which gave me stability and a fixed Income. 
pandemic, all my savings got exhausted  on  house rent and other With MSS forever:  Although I am compelled to do a full day job now, I 
household expenses. It was a very tough time to survive especially still make it a point to take back MSS work home and try to put in a little 
because of my ailing husband. extra effort to do something creative also earn  extra income. I am very 
Working from home: After the first lockdown was over, I started grateful to have been receiving strength and support from MSS. My ten 
receiving work to be done from home from MSS. It was indeed much years at MSS has empowered me in all ways and I hope that I can always 
relaxing getting back to my regular work which was also like a small be associated with it wherever I am or whatever I do in future.Kamini Upadhyay

I am Asha I  have been with MSS since 11 years. I do painting on Jute Buds pre-school since last month. I have not given up my training at MSS 
bags and Paper Bags. though! I work at the school between 7:30 a.m. and 3:30 pm and then go 

to the MSS workshop soon after I complete my work shift. I am definitely During the pandemic: MSS has always been a  pillar of support for 
excited to get back to MSS and hope we flourish even more.me since the time I had joined as a trainee, and more so during the 

pandemic. Although the MSS workshop was closed due to the Exploring new avenues: The pandemic  has motivated  me to do 
lockdown, it still  paid us monthly stipend for more than a year which something of my own like a start-up which would make me self-reliant 
was a great support as my husband lost his job. and would further add to my creativity. Didis at MSS keep on 

encouraging us in this respect.  However I am struggling with a full Back to MSS and a new job: MSS has taught me more than just 
proof idea or a plan. The main aim is to have a “Swayam Rozgaar” ! I am painting! It has taught me to challenge myself and  push my  limits.  I 
sure I will fulfil my dreams with MSS by my side.am making up for my lost time and lost earnings during the 

pandemic by working as a lady attendant at Gopal Sharma Blooming 
Asha Patil

I am Archana and I am working with MSS since 9 years. I have learnt Support from MSS: I am very glad to receive my monthly earnings and 
painting during my tenure and I can now confidently paint on jute ration from MSS throughout the lockdown,  which helped us to survive 
bags and paper bags. I also work as a cook apart from daily coming to during our worst times.  We got back to Powai soon after the first 
MSS. lockdown eased and managed to get some cooking work, soon after 

work from home started from MSS too. It was a relief to have finally got The pandemic has been a very tough period for me, as I and my 
our normal lives back.husband moved out of Powai  just before the lockdown and then 

could not return back to Powai. My husband also lost the  job for Back at work: I am very excited that MSS has started its full operations 
which we had shifted and  we both were without any income. There now after a long time. I am looking forward to more orders for MSS 
were days when I felt like ending my life, since no one was there to products and more exhibitions and am hoping  that we never get to 
help even for a penny, would always think what will happen confront that phase of life ever again and can move ahead happily.
tomorrow, how we will survive.

Archana Gaikwad
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I am Sunita and I am associated with MSS since five years. I do cross family. Also the ration that we received from MSS came as a boon to us. I 
stitch on jute and stitching work here. I have 2 daughters and 1 son, will always be grateful to MSS for this gesture during our difficult times.
all of them are studying in college, only my younger daughter is yet to Work from home policy of MSS gave us a smile on our faces as we 
get admission in college. could see hope again.  It in a way motivated us that life has to go on.
The pandemic has been a nightmare for me, as I lost my father and Back to work: I am happy to come to MSS again, to be able to meet my 
brother and I was so helpless that I could not even attend their last friends and cherish the moments that we have together. I simply like the 
rituals. I am very shaken by this, even today when I think of it, I feel fact how we work as a team, learning and working becomes fun.
very sad.

I really hope we continue to work the same way in future keeping all 
MSS as our backbone: Although MSS had always supported us in our household worries and stress aside. When we are here, we our just 
every way during our tenure here, but it had been our backbone ourselves, hence I would always want to be associated with MSS.
during the covid pandemic. It came out as a saviour for me and my 

Sunita Gangwane

I am Urmila and have been associated with MSS since 2019. Back to work: I am now happy to be back in MSS and would like to learn 
Although I have learnt Cross stitch and embroidery, but I am still in new things which I have not got a chance to do so in the last two years.
the learning phase.

During the pandemic, MSS was a saviour for me, as the earnings 
which I received from MSS was utilized for household expenses. My 
husband drives an auto rickshaw and he was at home too which lead 
to zero income. We had to send our children to native place as it was 
impossible for all of us to survive under one roof.

Urmila Mishra

I am Meena, and am associated with MSS since nine years. I have section.  But that income had also stopped since schools were shut and 
keen interest in doing cross stitch and embroidery work. I always we were temporarily taken off from our services. I did not give up. While 
aim for perfection in my work. at my native place,  I took up work in the farm from 8 am to 2 pm at very 

low pay. When in Powai, while the MSS workshop closed, we were given During the pandemic, My children and I had been to our native 
the opportunity to work from home. That gave us  all hope to get back on place in Jalgaon to attend a wedding in March 2020 prior to the Covid 
our feet and the strength to carry on.Lockdown, and then we were stuck there for around 4 to 5 months. 

My husband on the other hand was all alone staying at home in Back to working harder: Now I am back to my old work at the school 
Powai and had a difficult time surviving on his own but the ration and am taking MSS stitching work back home. However, now I plan to go 
distributed by MSS helped him a lot. The monthly earnings received to MSS immediately after my school shift. With changing times,  we have 
from MSS helped me very much, I could take care of my children’s to try to channel our productive energy in a way so that we can fit in in 
basic needs with the help of the same. two places and work even harder to give a better future to our kids. This, 

I have learnt in these nine years at MSS.Spirit of survival: Prior to the pandemic I was working with Poddar 
International School, Powai as a lady attendant in the pre-primary Meena Patil
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I am Rekha Patil and I have been with MSS since 2015. I do cross Back at work:  Now that we have started coming to MSS on daily basis, 
stitch and embroidery work. it is back to old days. I am very delighted to meet my friends.

Covid pandemic days were definitely not good, as being locked in Looking ahead: I wish we do even better than before.  I will always be 
house is something which no one would prefer. I am grateful to proud to be associated with MSS.
receive ration and monthly earnings from MSS as my husband’s 
salary was slashed. It took care of our household expenses.

Working from home:  After lockdowns were over, we used to come 
to MSS workshop on a particular day assigned to us and used to take 
our share of work. It felt as if finally we had some work to divert our 
attention to something more productive.Rekha Patil

I am Niranjan Patel, associated with MSS since 2019.  I came to MSS Back at work: I am now in the pink of my health and happy to get back 
through Kiran Gupta. I am very grateful to her to introduce me to to MSS on a daily basis. I strive for perfection hence I always try to give 
MSS. my best at work.

During the covid pandemic, my parents  went to our native place, My dreams: I could not finish my education as I failed in my 10th std 
and I was the only one looking after my sisters. I am thankful for the exams and thereafter lost interest in studies. I want to pursue a 
ration and monthly earnings that I received from MSS. This support  beautician course very much. I hope someday I can achieve my dreams 
helped me to take care of household expenses. and also wish that MSS reaches great heights.

Work from home: I could not do MSS work  from home as we went  
to our native place as soon as the lockdown eased. After getting back,  
I had my personal health issues which kept me away from doing any 
work.Niranjan Patel

I am Manju  working with MSS since eleven years and now a trainer To supplement my income,  I started taking blouse stitching orders. I 
here. I found my true potential in stitching work which I enjoy doing have also got associated with a boutique in Powai and have now started 
the most. getting full day work orders. In spite of my additional income 

opportunities, I have continued working for  MSS  as I  just cannot let During the covid pandemic, my husband’s income became  zero 
MSS go out of my life.since he was working as a freelancer electrician before the 

pandemic.  I am  very grateful to MSS  for providing us with our Back to work: Now that MSS has started its regular operations, I 
monthly stipend during the lockdown during the most trying times.  definitely feel very content that we can now go back to our normal life.  
Every day we used to think that how things will turn up without More work is coming from everywhere which is a good sign. In the two 
work and sitting at home. years of pandemic, economically we have lost so much that we will now 

have to work much harder to be able to succeed in life. With MSS by my Work from home:  thanks to MSS for starting  to  give us work to be 
side, I  know I will make up for lost time and work in the last two years.done from home. We used to go to the office once a week and get the 

work, and then submit the work after a few days. 

New opportunities:  The stitching  skills that I have acquired in MSS 
over all these years started coming in handy during the pandemic.  Manju Rajbhar



I am Kismati, working at MSS since the last seven years. I specialize Back at my workplace: I am very excited to get back to MSS as being at 
in making paper bags, but also do cross stitch. I always enjoy home made me feel sick.  I wanted a "ME" time for myself  and here at 
learning new things. MSS, it feels good interacting with my friends and other team mates.

During the pandemic, I went to my native place as none of the I hope we do better and better in future and take MSS to the next level.
members of my family were getting paid here.  I was glad to get my 
monthly earnings from MSS which helped me in some way. 

Work from home: Since I was in my native place when work from 
home started in MSS,  I could not take work  and  I felt sad about it. 

I am Rashida, working as a manager at MSS and PBWA since 2011.  It trainees was to go online. Our in-house team devised social media 
has been a great learning experience for me here and I have  enjoyed strategies and launched MSS products online,  displaying and selling its 
my association with MSS every step of the way. It has helped me products through our Instagram handle. We have even booked a virtual 
evolve both personally and professionally. stall space at the Kala Ghoda Fest for the year 2022. Going online has 

been a great learning experience for me!The pandemic definitely took a toll on MSS  operations and revenue 
as corporate exhibitions and orders - the most important source of Our very first pop-up stall was the most heartening experience for all 
income for our trainees, suddenly stopped. The training and of us at MSS. Just before Diwali,  our trainees on their own initiative, put 
production at the workshop came to a grinding halt all of a sudden. up an exhibition at Hiranandani Gardens, proudly exhibiting their 

beautifully handcrafted products to one and all! The exhibition was a Shifting to work from home mode: After the first lockdown, we 
runaway success and almost all products were sold out. I feel, the introduced work from home, giving stitching and painting work to 
success of the pop up stall was a great boost for the morale of our our trainees which they took home,  maintaining all covid 
trainees in the middle of all the hardship they were facing. precautionary measures. My job responsibilities and way of work 

suddenly changed, but I was ready to  step forward and take charge Back to work and ready for new challenges: Now that we have 
of the new way of running MSS production so that MSS trainees started our regular MSS production and training  in full swing,  I  hope 
could keep on earning and feel secure. that we can put to use all that we have learnt during the pandemic and 

get ready to face fresh challenges of rebooting MSS in our cause of MSS products going online: With our normal income sources 
empowering women in a post-pandemic world.drying up amid lockdowns, the only way to generate income for our 

Kismati Sharma

Rashida Arsiwala

Pop-up stall of MSS at 
Hiranandani Gardens, Powai
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Doing our bit for society

PBWA continues to extend their hand for the lesser privileged, particularly, children, women and the sick. As a 

socio-cultural organization while we shine culturally, we are sharply focussed on going the extra mile for the 

less fortunate.

Covid Vaccination Drive Cycles for School Girls at Talasari

Medicines for Old-age Homes

Sweets & Bhog for NGO partners Making up for Teacher short-fall

Fruits & Sweets for Girls’ Homes

Gift Hampers for under-privileged children
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Blood Donation Drive 

Food for under-privileged children

Prasad Bhog & Clothes for Sex workers and their children

Fruits & Sweets for Bharat Seva Ashram



EXPRESS 
Housekeeping Services

Deshail Biotech Pvt. Ltd.

With Best Compliments from With Best Compliments from 



UNIVERSAL 
Traders Pvt. Ltd.

Atek Engineering

With Best Compliments from With Best Compliments from 
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KALEIDOSCOPEKALEIDOSCOPE
Creative ExpressionsCreative Expressions



Gujarat Engg. Co. R. K. Electricals
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DISCLAIMER

All content in the articles, poetry and paintings in the 

following pages are the, personal views, thoughts, opinions and 

experiences of the respective  contributors. They do not necessarily reflect 

the views of Powai Bengali Welfare Association (PBWA) and 

PBWA does not assume any responsibility or liability for the same.
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Glimpses of Mumbai - Aparna Mondal Poem

Ganapati JB Petit’s Girls School Staffroom Dr. Bhau Daji Lad Museum

Sasoon Dock

Dr Sasoon Library Dairy Farm - Aarey Mahim Koliwada
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Flavours of Maharashtra - Aparna Mondal

Karneshwar Temple  Sanghameshwar Theba Palace Ratnagiri

Devrukh Village Sunrise at Panchgani Shiva Temple Mahabaleshwar



BALRAMPUR 
Chini Mills Ltd.

Bharat 
Plus Ethanol Pvt. Ltd.

With Best Compliments from With Best Compliments from 
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DEBATES

Bengalis are fiercely opinionated…

on anything under the sun! It is part of their 

DNA and no forum is complete without an exchange, 

quite often, animated and heated. This debate section, 

features two sides of the coin on a couple of pertinent topics. 
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well as International) have gained prominence due within the country. Film twitter was going crazy over Against the Motion - 
to online streaming, which might have been a the film. However, it hadn’t had as much impact 

“No, it isn’t.” 
blindspot otherwise. beyond the country. It wasn’t until it released on 

Content and consumption patterns have always been Netflix and became accessible to the western - This willingness to expand into newer or different 
in a state of flux in the last decade. This is especially so audiences, that the movie suddenly blew up in the content has actually had an interesting effect post 
in recent years, with the advent of accessible and US. People started catching it on Netflix, and then pandemic, especially noticeable in western 
affordable internet, this has led to a whole cross- going back to rewatch it in the theatres because of countries like US. Due to the affinity being created by 
section of local and global streaming services the visual spectacle. Theatres across US, which were these platforms, people are more likely now to give 
becoming commonplace in every household. screening RRR, increased their shows, and even differentiated content a chance, even in theatres. In 
Streaming platforms are no longer limited to slightly brought it back to more screens, with weekends the US, documentaries which have had theatrical 
expensive subscriptions like Netflix or Amazon. being sold out, and even bypassing box office releases have garnered better footfall than pre-
Players like MX and JIO have leveled the playing field, collections of Batman on one. pandemic times, because over the last couple years, 
bringing a wide range of content from across the more people have become attuned to watching So, arguably, while OTT provided easy access for the 
country to the lowest common denominator in the documentaries than before. film to garner its audience, the Theatres actually 
populace. During the pandemic, the consumption benefitted from this as well.- Streaming, while having become a daily part of our 
pattern further changed with theatres, and even 

lives, has also not replaced the feeling of a “Theatre”. To conclude, while OTTs are a formidable 
television, shutting down for good and everyone with 

Streaming is now commonplace, something as competition, it doesn’t take away from Big Cinema the 
net access, moving to these OTT platforms. At one 

casual as sitting on a sofa and turning on the cable visual spectacle that it offers. In fact, if anything, the 
point, it did seem like eventually, when the world 

channel. However, just like cable cannot deliver on advent of OTTs has raised the bar very high, which 
went back to relative normalcy, community 

the theatre experience, streaming cannot either. now demands that makers put their best foot forward, 
institutions like Movie theatres might just become 

With people having gone through extremely tough in order to pull their audiences back into the theatres. 
obsolete. However, that has not been the case. It can 

years, now more than ever, people want to go back to For ex - a family film like Jug Jug Jeeyo might not be 
be charted down to a few broad reasons -

doing things that gave them joy, i.e, going outside, spectacular enough for audiences to go to a theatre for, 
- OTT has definitely impacted content consumption, it traveling, flocking back to the movies for a day out but KGF 2 will definitely have a theatre audience who 

has expanded the base and not restricted it. This and trying to get back to some semblance of a less want the “Cinema” experience. Therefore, now it is 
means - apart from increasing their consumer base, complicated past. more about the Makers understanding what kind of 
OTTs have also expanded the choice of content content would garner what kind of views. This means - This “need” to go out after being restricted to the 
available. Audiences started viewing streaming that a wider range of topics can get made, confines of their homes for 2 years, has been further 
movies and shows that they would not have experimental subjects can be backed depending on compounded with highly anticipated “Theatrical” 
otherwise gone to the theatres for, thus increasing whether the target audience is primarily OTT or releases of films like RRR, KGF 2 as well as franchises 
the number of content pieces they consumed Theatre: case in point - AK v/s AK or Darlings which like Batman and Thor. These films are made for 
overall. If people were watching 4 movies a month would grab eyeballs on streaming platforms while theatre viewing and attracted audience basis their 
previously, now they are probably watching 8-10 in anticipation of movies like “Pathaan” or “Dunki” Visuals, which could not be justified or fully 
the same time span. This has also led to free access which are clearly being projected for Theatre appreciated on a smaller screen. The “Spectacle of 
to content across regions and languages, which audiences. theatre” was what films like these were marketed 
audiences otherwise might not have indulged in. For 

on. OTTs instead of replacing Big Cinema, has forced 
Ex - Minnal Murali, a South India small budget film 

Cinema to up it’s game. It is not leading to a slow death In this case, RRR becomes a very interesting case-would not have garnered as many eyeballs in the 
of theatres, but proving to be a formidable opponent, study.theatres across India, as it did on Netflix. 
causing the Big Cinema to rediscover, reinvent and re-

On it’s release in Indian theatres, RRR was a huge hit Smaller projects and regional content (Indian as emerge as a stronger self.

Ananya Dutta

Is OTT Killing Big Cinema?
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content rather than the typical cliques on the Big For the Motion - Kuhu Bhattacharya
Screen. Even more, they aren’t

“Change is the only constant”
burdened with censorship issues and have the 

With the onset of Covid, we saw various OTT 
opportunity to reach their maximum capacities of 

platforms gaining popularity. With the bad boys in the 
creativity.

house - NetFlix, Amazon Prime and Disney+Hotstar 
OTT gives the option of experimental storytelling dominating the industry, it does make one wonder, 
with a comparatively lesser budget. There have been will these platforms dominate the future?
several instances in the past 2 years where OTT films 

Can you name India’s first OTT platform? While most 
have hit the top of the charts. Furthermore, it 

of us may not have heard of it, BigFlix, by Reliance, 
encapsulates the viewer. A recent example of the 

was India's first. Only that it came out at the wrong 
same would be AK vs AK. The essence of rush in such 

time – the time when the world hadn’t popularised 
films can only be captured by a TV Screen or a mobile 

smartphones as much and the Internet was 
phone.

expensive.
Another boon of OTT is its variety. The users of OTT 

20 years ago, the excitement of booking the first day, 
platforms are exposed to a great variety of films and tv 

first show ticket was the race almost everyone 
shows across the world, the most famous ones being 

partook in. Be it Shah Rukh Khan’s film’s hitting the 
Stranger Things and Money Heist. It allows for a 

theatre after a hiatus or simply a social outing, such 
broader domestic viewership in a linguistically 

‘occasions’ have been replaced with ‘Watch Parties’, 
diverse country like India.

with Popcorn and PJ’S at the comfort of one’s home - 
This variety has led to a great increase in the number at an almost negligible cost.
of viewership hours. A simple

Whereas one single movie would probably run up the 
three-hour movie can be stretched into a series of 6 bill to a minimum 1000(adding the cost of popcorn 
episodes, leaving the watcher captivated and wanting and coke), OTT gives you the pleasure to watch 
more. These films and shows can also be viewed on unlimited films and TV shows, at nearly 1/4th the 
other social platforms, giving the chance to connect price and time. This is the most important feature of 
with distant family and friends, something which an OTT - its Flexibility. Unlike big screens, these can 
would seem almost impossible to do physically.be accessed just through any device, at any given 

point of time, giving the user a sense of control over The market isn’t just limited to urban areas. With the 
their binge. globalisation of the internet, even the most rural parts 

of India can enjoy such content.The battle between OTT and Big Screen cinema also 
depends on another factor, money. Perhaps at the Genz’s interest in on-the-go and non-tabooed content 
start of NetFlix’s era, the company could not afford certainly fueled the path of OTTs. In simple words, it is 
big-shot Bollywood actors to play leads in their films, consumer mandated. The present generation of 
but with its gaining popularity and audience, movies teenagers and millennials are more likely to opt for an 
such as Ludo, Sacred Games and Dasvi do say online source of entertainment whereas the older 
otherwise. More and more actors and producers are generations may choose not to lose out on 
collaborating with such platforms because they have experiencing the charm of Big screen cinema.
seen the sudden spark in the desire for unique 

Is OTT killing Big Cinema?
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When many publishers turned down the manuscript just 20-30 percent of book sales. In fact, e-book sales Against the Motion - Supriyo Lahiry
of his first book, 'The immortals of Meluha', he declined 4.9 percent in January 2019, compared to 

The debate is over. More people are reading physical 
decided to self-publish it. And the rest is history. the same period in 2018.

books. According to industry tracker NPD Books can, 
I was checking the websites of the top ten Indian • Better for children - Studies have shown that babies printed book sales have increased 13.2 percent from 
publishing houses, browsing through the synopses of and children learn better with paper books. The 2020 to 2021, and 21 percent from 2019 to 2021.
their top titles. I have no shame in admitting that I more interaction a child has with an object, the 

“Usually a good year means going up maybe 3 or 4 
didn't know 90%of those authors but was astounded better he or she learns. Parents and children also 

percent,” says NPD books analyst Kristen McLean. 
by the excellent literary quality of most of their talk and interact less when using e-readers, 

“The growth that we saw last year and this year is 
writings. compared with reading paper books.

pretty unprecedented.”
So, in summary, the advent of technology is not killing • Better for your health - According to a Harvard 

So, in short, 'books are not dying out'. Not by far. I have 
the printed book, technology is boosting it. Medical School study, reading a light-emitting e-

put the most telling fact in support of my argument, 
book before bed hinders your ability to sleep, Why people should prefer a cumbersome right at the start. Going by the above data, the debate 
decreases your alertness the next morning and physical book over a sleek digital device?seems to be over. But just for the sake of nicety, let me 
negatively affects your overall health. Paper books 

proffer a few more arguments. E-books have quite a few advantages. However, so do 
don’t create the same adverse effects. They also 

conventional books and they outweigh the e-versions What does the above data mean? bring a wealth of benefits, including increased 
comfortably. Let's have a look at some major points.

language skills, enhanced mental development and It means that in spite of the advent of all kinds of 
1. People like to own things, hold their loved things in improved memory.electronic media, the so called onslaught of e-books, 
their hands, touch them, feel them, even smell them. audio-books and such, the doomsday predictions are • Better at conveying information - A study reported in 
This can never happen with an e-book. You don't nowhere near reality. the Guardian concluded that people using e-readers 
really own those books; they sit in a disembodied 

were less likely to recall events in a short story than Since the first known printed book, 'The Diamond 
server owned by the publisher far away.

people who read the same story in print. The sutra', a Buddhist treatise from 868 AD during the 
2. You can pick up a book and start reading anytime research suggests that the tactile experience of Tang dynasty rule in China, printed books were there, 
you feel like. However, one needs a charger, power using an e-reader doesn’t offer the same benefit.are there and will be there in the future.
supply and internet connection to read an e-book.

• Better for the environment- Some activists wrongly Why does this notion that printed books are 
3. Book lovers also say, browsing through a favourite point to the wood cut to produce paper to prove that dying, resurface again and again?
book or flipping back a few pages to re-read a paper books pose a threat to the environment. There's a simple answer to that question. Data shows 
favourite portion is a joy with a printed book. However, experts have now agreed that paper books that while the number of printed books and their total 
Whereas even with the most popular book reading are environmentally much better because, the sales have grown continuously, sales of individual 
device, Kindle it's a horrible bother to scroll back, say electronic waste generated by devices is non-titles have taken a dip. Modern technology has made 
50 pages. In fact, I personally find this to be the most biodegradable. And woods can be regenerated. the ways and means of getting a book printed, more 
unattractive feature of e-book readers.

So, friends the jury is not out on this one. They have accessible to the general public. So, the number of 
As per the earlier predictions, physical book industry come back and their verdict is,printed books from different authors are going up. 
should have died out by 2015 but let's look at some But the sales of an individual title may have come E-books will never replace paper books. They will 
hard facts.  But that has not happened. To understand down. always remain as a supplementary medium rather than 
why, go through the following points.

a replacement of the conventional way one enjoys a Let's examine a well known example. Sales of Amish 
•According to the Association of American book.Tripathi's printed books since 2010, is nearing a 

Publishers, e-book sales haven’t diminished the billion copies only in the Indian subcontinent! And that's really good.
popularity of paper books. Today, e-books comprise 

Is Book Reading a thing of the Past?
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While we were growing up in Kolkata, every evidence to the fact that love for books is not the only For the Motion - Srirupa Ghosh
neighborhood had a Paribar-er-dokan where you reason why people set foot in the premises. This 

Book Reading is increasingly becoming a thing of the 
went looking for Thakurmar Jhuli and Abol Tabol to annual grand book fair concept is also very limited to a 

past and that is a sad reality of our times.
start with and moved on to Feluda, Tintin, Professor city like Kolkata, I haven’t heard about similar Mumbai 

Why do I say this ? Am I guided by some figures /data Shonku, Ghanada, Tenida and then graduated or Bangalore events. Hence every year I do look 
to vouch for it ? No, I am guided by what I see when I towards the literary classics penned by Tagore, Sarat forward to the Boi Para ( book stall) set up by PBWA in 
look around in my communities . Chandra Chattopadhyay, Sharadindu Bandopadhyay, the Durga Puja ground where the sheer variety and 

Bonophool, Asha Purna Devi, Lila Majumdar and count of book titles on display brings comfort to the School going kids in today’s world are so burdened 
many others in Bengali and Charles Dickens, Jane parched eyes and yearning soul.with studies that they find it a bane to read any other 
Austen, Alexander Duma, Oscar Wilde, Thomas books. Out of 10 kids surveyed at any given point in To conclude , book reading is visibly on the decline and 
Hardy, Hemingway and others in English. The time, only one child will say that he or she loves as a society we need to inculcate the book reading 
neighborhood bookstore owner and the local reading books. Book reading is no longer a favourite habit , as parents, as teachers , as fellow humans. 
librarian both knew what books you had already read hobby amongst kids. Schools should have book appreciation sessions and 
and which titles that you were earnestly waiting for parents must read out books to their children at What has led to it ? The main driver is the easy 
you. These concepts do not exist in today’s times bedtime regularly to ingrain the love for books at a accessibility of mobile phones amongst today’s 
where instant gratification rules. very young age. Children imitate adults to the “T” and school going children. Wherever you go, be it a 
Amongst adults, book reading is as sporadic as rains if we change our habits then only our kids will restaurant or a mall or any other public place I see 
in the deserts or Rajasthan.  When we have to finish gravitate towards reading books.older children with mobile phones and even the 
watching Game of Thrones , Money Heist, The Crown , younger ones are handed those when parents find it Else it will be a matter of time before social media 
Bridgerton, Delhi Crime, Panchayat and may more, we difficult to make them sit in one place. This is the age takes over and book reading will be like Golf, 
somehow find the time but struggle to find time when of instant gratification when with a swipe you move Paragliding, Bungee Jumping etc that only very few 
it comes to reading. I have been part of a few Book across from one platform to another, YouTube, people indulge in.
Clubs in both Singapore and Mumbai and apart from Netflix, Amazon Prime etc. And this makes the 
the devout members of such book clubs who do make element of imagination very elusive unlike book 
a sincere effort to read a book and share their insights reading that stretches the boundaries of your 
during the meetings, I have rarely found adults who imagination.
indulge in the same. Even in my personal experience Even amongst the kids that actually do read books , it 
for the last three years, I have been buying books but is limited to Harry Potter and a few other popular 
haven’t managed to read most of them as I juggle paperbacks that have been on the bestseller list. Do 
between work and personal commitments. This also they read Alexander Duma or Charles Dickens or 
drives home the point that books sales do not Mark Twain or any other classics ? The answer would 
necessarily translate into a book reading culture. be a resounding “No”.
Display of books especially the likes of Tagore and 

And they cannot be blamed either since the combined Shakespeare is also a part of home décor styling for 
pressure of academics and social media is such that many people who when you probe any further may 
there is simply no inclination towards reading not have turned the pages even once. They want to 
classics. Even the standard bookstores that are also appear well read which is not the same as being a true 
very few and far between , only stock what is popular blue bookworm.
as per the so called “Best Seller List”.  So how will the 

Earlier this year I had visited the Kolkata Book Fair children be able to separate the grain from the chaff ?
and the long queues in the food stalls were ample 

Is Book Reading a thing of the Past?
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- Small Town Durga Puja - Arnab Bagchi“ ”
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With Best Compliments From:

Mrs. Mira Ray and Family
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own. Surrounded by the lower Himalayas on all sides, The following morning, as we woke up and drew the Tryst with the Himalayas - Paloma Mitra 
with the river Alakananda meandering in between, curtains, we saw a whitewash all around! The Ever since I was a little child (still am), I was curious 
we traveled in awe from Dehradun-Mussourie, mountains were fully covered in patches of snow and and easily fascinated by things that were beyond my 
crossed all the Prayags to finally reach the upper our surrounding area seemed like a white canvas. comprehension.
Himalayas in Auli. Suddenly my eye caught a unique-looking mountain 

From gulping sleeping pills like candy to drinking 
with a snow plume billowing over its peak, and I felt It took us nearly 14 hours to reach the district of fermented rice starch water, from climbing our front 
like going closer but that was obviously not possible.Chamoli from Dehradun. The journey was getting door gates and crawling beside the pond when I could 

chilly by the hour as we approached the Himadri We had planned to see Auli and went by cable chair barely even stand, to getting off at random railway 
ranges, which is the second tier of the Himalayas cars over the mountains to a tourist spot which is platforms while my parents were peacefully dozing in 
ranging from 4500-6000 metres. famous for skiing. Since it was in the last week of their cozy berths, I had done it all by the age of three.

February, there wasn’t much crowd and the snow It was pitch dark by the time we reached Auli and as I was never afraid, but rather full of questions, as I 
slopes were mostly occupied by the Indo-Tibetan the winding roads led up to our hotel, I tried to get a tried to make sense of the new world around me. I 
Border Force who were sharpening their skiing skills.glimpse outside from the frosty windows of our car. I guess I took the “You-Only-Live-Once” principle 

could see huge dark patches My friend experienced breathlessness so she decided rather seriously and continued my “adventurous” 
to stay back by the artificial frozen lake while I decided and tried to follow the length and height of this journey all through school and college only to be 
to explore, just like my childhood days. My ever-silhouette when I suddenly shuddered, just shut my greeted at home by my mom with sweet words like 
curious mind kept wondering ‘what’s beyond that eyes in reflex, and felt a chill running down my spine.“nirlojjo”, “bodmaish mei”, “Shaaper paach pa” and all 
slope? Let’s check it out!’.Till the time we reached our rooms, I did not dare look that.
I kept following a trail up the slopes not realizing how outside. We were tired but more than that, we were But nothing could pacify my soul. I realized that all 
high I had ascended, and came across the last check-curled up in extreme cold even though we sat right by these thrill-seeking moments, although fun, were 
post of the forest ranger. You need a green pass, a the heater. As we prepared to go to sleep, I cautiously momentary, that had little or no impact on me on a 
forest permit to go further up. Moreover, you have to walked till our balcony door and gently opened it, this deeper level.
be accompanied by a guide because beyond that point, time, my eyes gazed at the floor.After my graduation, I decided to do my M. Phil and 
the dense forest line begins and there is a threat of The chilly winds felt like a 100 needles poking my PHD as a part of my “adventurous journey”, not 
encountering wild bears, foxes and snow leopards, body but eventually, I could feel myself being able to having a clue as to where it would take me, but I rode 
and of course chances of losing the trails because of withstand the sub-zero temperatures and I mustered along and probably it was the best decision ever!
snowfall and getting lost.up the courage to slowly, very slowly look at this giant I remember, before submitting my M. Phil thesis, I was 
I had not thought of climbing uphill so I didn’t bother looming shadow right in front of me.in the middle of writing the conclusion to my final 
to get the permits and local guides, but my mind had I took some time and gradually shifted my glance chapter when I had an epiphany of majestic, jagged, 
other plans. I told the forest ranger I wouldn’t go up upwards, one sight at a time, and saw the frightening snow-clad mountains drifting across my laptop 
too far and that I’m right behind him, which I was for a dark silhouettes taper into illuminated peaks screen, as if beckoning me to greet them.
considerable amount of time. I guess over time he was glistening under the moonlit, diamond-studded sky. I I snapped back to reality, paused, looked at my hostel 
confident.could feel my heart beating faster, not understanding roommate, and asked her ‘Uttarakhand jana hai?’. 
I wouldn’t go any where and never looked back. why, but I felt a deep sense of devotion and reverence Without thinking twice, she immediately started 
Looking around, I aimlessly climbed a few meters and whispered to myself “Does God Exist?”making an itinerary while I checked for flight tickets, 
when I realized the slope was getting steeper and the I was so enamored by its magnanimity that my head knowing that my submission is in two days. This was 
snow, deeper, and I had nothing with me, not even a sip automatically bowed down, in silence. Such was their the beginning of a journey that would change the 
of water! I didn’t have adequate clothing for that power! I couldn’t sleep that night and felt extremely course of my life, perhaps forever.
altitude but fortunately, it worked in my favour as it restless.. the kind one feels when they are about to Needless to say, so beautiful is the state of 
was a bright sunny day and I was confused thinking meet their loved ones after a long time.Uttarakhand, with every town having a charm of its 
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 how can one feel so hot when they are knee-deep in With each step, she kept getting bigger and bigger, 
snow! flaunting her immense power, magnanimity, and 

stature. She, the mighty Nanda Devi, emanated grace Anyway, I was spellbound as I soaked in a 180-degree 
and ferocity at the same time.view of the Himalayas right in front of my eyes. But 

that wasn’t enough. I had to know what was beyond I traveled till the end of the trail before it started 
the slope and could see the forest line, but before I sloping downhill in another direction. I fell to my 
knew it, I had already entered the dense forest. knees, admirably staring and thanking her, for 

allowing me to greet her. I bowed down instinctively, At this moment I sensed I may have done something 
found myself weeping and asking yet again, “How did wrong. There was pin drop silence and nobody in 
I do this alone? Does God exist?”.sight...just the huge pine forests and me. The forests 

were humming a music of their own. Each little rustle After spending some time in silent introspection, in 
of the leaves, howls of the winds and the crisp noise her presence, I decided to go back down, having found 
made by my boots as they fell on soft snow made me the clarity to my countless existential doubts. My 
shudder. heart was calm and at peace. I

I had to pay remarkable attention to details which I bid her goodbye knowing I would meet her soon.
never knew I possessed, as we barely use our sensory And so started my journey of finding her presence 
faculties to their fullest, otherwise. I steadily whenever I needed to. This simple need turned into 
navigated a fixed trail within the forest, having an an obsession with climbing one Himalayan peak after 
immense belief that something up here is protecting another.
me.

I’ve often been asked by my near and dear ones, 
With that faith in mind, I marched on for hours till I “What is the purpose? Why put yourself through so 
reached a clearing. As I looked back, I realized the tree much exertion? The answer isn’t easy, and to be 
line was over, and before me lay nothing but a vast honest, every climb has its own set of challenges, 
expanse of huge snow dunes. which indeed makes it quite brutal. But there is an 
Now, I was definitely scared, but somehow it didn’t immense beauty, relief, passion and contentment that 
feel evil. I could either go back down right away or comes with it... for when you set your mind for the 
stay trapped in fear. But something lured me to move most improbable, and put greater demands on 
uphill, so I did, almost as if in a trance. I was all alone, yourself physically and mentally, the blood flows 
but not for a minute did I feel lonely. I felt so much more sweetly from the release of all that tension.
relief and contentment that I almost felt confident And perhaps, that is the rationale I hoped for, that’s 
about my decision to come up here. When did that the rationale for all risky sports. You raise the ante of 
fear turn into assurance, I do not know but I was effort and concentration to clear your mind off 
certain, that I was getting closer to my unanswered trivialities, be at peace with what you do, and realize 
question. who you are. I have known now, the power of faith and 
After climbing a couple of hundred meters, I could see belief. Such is the Call of the Mountains!
a distinct peak, separate and cut off from all the other 
ones. That entity stood alone and wore the snow 
plume like a crown on her pearly head. My eyes were 
fixated on her, realizing this was the peak I had seen 
from the room, and kept walking towards it.

Wandering alone 
in Kuari Pass.

Nanda Devi as seen 
from my hotel room.

Nanda Devi from Gorson Bugyal / Kuari pass trail

Views of Dhauladhar from Rani Sui
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Summit at Mt. Renok Peak
/ Mt. Pokhriyal

Rockcraft at 
Dudh Pokhri, Sikkim

Views of Pir Panjal enroute the top of Rani Sui

Summit at Friendship Peak, Pir Panjal ranges

Summit push for Friendship Peak

Glacier Training at Rathong Glacier, Sikkim Himalayas
Hanuman Tibba as seen from 

Lady Leg, Base camp of Friendship Peak

With Best Compliments from

Somal Gas Service

 Ahmedabad

With Best Compliments from

Dieu Tech Engineers
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- “Har ki Dun” - A Dream Trek : Jayanta Chattopadhyay
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Children grow up in the blink of an eye and in no time they are ready to fly the nest. But the 
growing up years leave behind a treasure trove of memories to cherish forever. Recounting one 
such cherished memory from my treasure trove.

During a particular summer vacation, in Kolkata, my darlings Om-Ved, my OV, my l-OV-e, were 
gifted with a tool kit each. They were very excited with their individual kits and immediately set 
to work.

OM got extremely busy with his own set of tools. He started working on a path-breaking 
technology,  in our sitting-room ‘lab’ , during which his toy car would  take-off straight through 
the balcony grill, carrying all his friends, family, & most importantly, ALLLLLLL his girlfriends in 
it.

The poor scientist was so engrossed in his work that he did not have any time for  lunch or any 
other mundane activities, he had to be fed his ‘mangsho-bhaath’ (chicken curry and rice), 
though he could very easily distinguish the miniscule, smuggled veggie pieces through his 
scientific endeavors. He also managed to get his hands on the real screw-driver set, and then, he 
obviously needed some real screws as well and the saga continued...And when he didn’t find 
anything lying about, he promptly removed some from the table-clock (which was left lying on 
the table with its back open and face down). Next, he wanted a micro-chip and was absolutely 
disgusted on knowing that we didn’t have any at home. The genius had to  make do with his bey-
blade parts, for the time being but with clear instructions to mamma to get some from the local 
market in the evening. He had also asked for some petrol from the car but I, his mamma, had 
firmly put my foot down and our young scientist was definitely not very happy about it.

Not to be left behind, VED, in the meantime, appointed himself as our new carpenter and asked 
his granny to call him for help. Granny promptly obliged and asked him to fix the door. But on 
arrival, to everyone's amazement, the self-appointed carpenter announced that he didn't fix 
doors, he wanted to repair the television set instead!

The carpenter/mechanic then went about his job very seriously, declaring that he had to stay 
for ten days, repairing the television every day and then only the set would work again! Dear old 
granny was extremely alarmed at the novel prospect of housing a television repairman for ten 
days, and politely asked him what kind of food would he like to have during his stay. T-h-a-t did 
the trick. First VED was completely bewildered about why he had to have food at all (people 
who knew them then might know what I mean), then suddenly he devised a new quick-fix  
solution for the television set following which the repair-man left hurriedly.

And for all this, we had to keep a perfectly straight face, otherwise the world  might have come 
to an end.

All in a day's work, I would say.

KANYA KRONICLES - Sukanya Ghose

THE L-OV-E OF MY LIFE
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- Tagore’s Influence on my Life - Sumela Dutta“ ”
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With Best Compliments From:

PERKS
Links & Services Pvt. Ltd.

SWIFT & EFFICIENT FACILITY MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Establishment in 1990 a company with constant endeavor to provide you with excellent & professional facility

management services to uplift the ambience of your entire premises & create an environment that will stimulate your senses.

PERKS will strive with excellence to fulfill the needs of corporate & in their chosen field with their unique facility 

management services. To provide quality services to our prestigious clients and adding

value to the exciting structure will our motto.

Perks Links & Services Pvt. Ltd.

10/11, Mandakini Shopping Complex, B. R. Road, Mulund (W), Mumbai - 400 080.
Telephone: 022 25905801 / 02 | Fax No.: 022 2592 6709

Email: perkslinks@rediffmail.com / perks@perkslinks.com / ashok@perkslinks.com

Our Services

- Pantry & Catering Services.

- Garden Maintenance.

- Pest Control Housekeeping Services.

- Security Services.

- Carpentry Maintenance.

- A/C Maintenance.

- Electrical Maintenance.

- Providing Pay Roll Facility.

- Liasioning Jobs

- Event Management.

- Maintaining & up keeping their premises & providing services very professionally

   with a friendly touch.

- To enhance the ambience for better productivity.

- To be the part of solution for any problem.

- Overall to maintain the property in such a way that it adds life to the valuable assets.
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FOOD

‘Paet Pujo’ or ‘Belly worship’ 

Paet Pujo’ or ‘Belly worship’ - The relationship of Bengalis 

with food - of all kinds, is almost one of reverence. 

So much so, even daily meals turn into gastronomical 

indulgences in many households across the globe. 

So much so that food has become as much as treat to the eyes as the buds. 

This new section brings forth some recipes which are pure work of art.

Bon Appetit!
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• Sprinkle salt as per taste. While adding salt do note that Healthy Snack - Paromita Banerjee
the chickpeas will also have some salty taste in them as 

Rinse ½ heaped cup dried chickpeas (120 grams) in 
salt was used when cooking chickpeas. So add less salt 

water first and then soak in enough water overnight or 
first. Later you can add more salt if required.

for 8 to 9 hours. After soaking the chickpeas will 
• Add 1 teaspoon cumin powder.double in size and volume.

Grind or blend to a fine or semi-fine consistency. Grind or  Next day, rinse the chickpeas in water first a couple of 
blend till smooth and light. If you are unable to grind, then times. Drain all the water and add the chickpeas to a 2 
add 2 to 3 tablespoons of water. Hummus is ready now litre stove top pressure cooker. 
and all you need is to scrape the jar and place hummus in a 

Add ½ teaspoon salt.
serving bowl or bowls. While serving make a round 

Add 1 pinch of baking soda. Adding baking soda pattern with a spoon on the hummus. Drizzle a bit of extra 
softens the chickpeas really well and gives them a melt virgin olive oil. Sprinkle paprika or red chilli powder or 
in the mouth texture. black pepper powder or any of your favourite spice 

powder. Add 1.5 cups of water. Pressure cook on a medium heat 

for 11 to 12 minutes. When the pressure settles down Serve hummus with pita bread / Laavash or with steamed 
on its own in the cooker, then only remove the lid and or roasted veggies. The remaining hummus can be stored 
check the chickpeas. Mash them with a spoon or with in an air-tight container in the refrigerator and used later.
your fingers. You should be able to mash them 

Its an amazing, healthy snacks for kids.
completely. They should have no rawness in them. You 

can even taste them and there should be no bite in 

them. They should melt in the mouth.

If they are not cooked properly, then add some more 

water and pressure cook for some more time. Drain all 

the water. Cover and keep aside.

Heat a small pan. Keep heat to a low. Add 3 tablespoons 

of white sesame seeds. On a low heat stirring often 

roast sesame seeds. Roast till they become crisp and 

start crackling. No need to brown them. Let them cool 

down.

In a food processor, mixer-grinder-blender or food 

chopper take the roasted sesame seeds. For a food 

chopper use a really good and sturdy food chopper.

• Add 1 teaspoon chopped garlic.

• Add 1 to 2 tablespoons of lemon juice

• 1 tablespoon lemon juice works fine for us. You can 

add more lemon juice if you like the tangy taste. 

• Add 4 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil or about ¼ 

cup

- Sharmishta Bhattacharya

”- Snacking Time “

AFEHR

With Best Compliments from
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Food Art - Natasha Ganguly

Curd Rice with Salad Mini dosa roses made with beetroot and spinach batter

Orange & Pomegranate 
footsteps

Cheese mouse & Cherry to
mato ladybugs

Holi-some treats
Gujiyas & Mini Rasgullas

Bunny Special 
Made with Idlis, Coriander, Chilli Chutney, 
Omelette, Carrots and Cheese

With Best Compliments from

M. K. Mukherjee & Co.

With Best Compliments from

Damodar Press
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how the ordering worked, and told us that he would people living their lives in extraordinary ways. They Superpowers of a different kind
be available any time there was a communication gap.  were just regular people teaching us, subliminally, 

Actions speak louder than words, is a phrase 
But there was hardly any need for that. Thats how how to live life in a special way. And that is the kind of 

everyone has heard and is familiar with. But this 
simple and easily navigable the menu was, we could superpower the world needs more of.

phrase hit me at an all new level when I entered this 
use the sign language to order the dishes or simply It was a warm and humid day which ended in the most restaurant with a unique concept.
point to the dish in the menu. And I was quite heart-warming way. And how can we not click a 

It was a warm and humid day. And we entered this intrigued at myself that I could communicate picture with all of those people with superpowers, 
place looking for some calm and quiet. Needless to seamlessly with him even without know the ABC of right? And so we did. And our server, Pramod, asked 
say, we got all that we were expecting and also a big sign language. us, in sign language, if we were going to post the 
dollop of the warmth of the serving staff. We were 

The place didn't scream but rather whispered gently picture. When we replied in an affirmative, he shared 
shown to our table by the manager and were 

that one could come here to relax, unwind, sit back his Instagram handle with us and asked us to tag him. 
introduced to this young man named Pramod, who is 

and enjoy the eclectic mix of delectable food and Well, when I did tag him, I found that he has huge 
deaf and who would be taking care of us. He 

fascinating cocktails. The ambience was amicable and number of followers on Instagram, much much more 
introduced himself to us in sign language. And that 

pleasant but it was the servers who added copious than my account. And I wasn’t surprised at all, 
was the beginning of an absolutely enchanting 

amounts of warmth to the place. It was a delight to remember those superpowers, right?
afternoon. We all were eager to learn this sign 

interact with them. The way they were going about I saw that Pramod was following a page which was of a language and Pramod was doubtlessly an excellent 
their work with an effortless smile on their faces was salon, Mirror & Mime where the services were teacher.
heart-warming indeed. They were having a friendly provided by SHIs. Now I was intrigued. And after 

The whole afternoon was filled with fantastic food banter amongst themselves and unbeknownst of us going through their page, I knew I had to visit them 
and some great conversations sans words. Pramod, we ended up laughing along with them. The serving and see for myself how the experience would be.
born deaf, did his schooling from a deaf school in staff added their own personal charm and panache to 

I made an appointment with Mirror & Mime for the Mumbai. After his education, he did some odd jobs the atmosphere. And it was magical to say the least.
subsequent week. I was pretty excited and curious as and ended up as a server at Madeira & Mime. And has 

The back of their shirts had this saying- I KNOW SIGN to what it would entail. But one thing I was sure of was been with them ever since.
LANGUAGE. WHAT IS YOUR SUPERPOWER? What’s that it would be an impeccable experience because I 

Pramod was an excellent server who made us feel yours? And that is pretty accurate to say that they knew it was served by people with Superpowers.
immensely welcome and at home. The manager were indeed people with superpowers, ordinary 
explained that they employ only deaf waiters, and 
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On the said day, when I entered the salon, the same warmth engulfed me. The 
manager greeted me and explained the concept of the entire salon. The 
beauticians and hair stylists were SHIs and they would be the ones giving the 
services. I was then introduced to Sheetal, who would be giving me a facial. She 
welcomed me in sign language and a beautiful smile. The manager then told me 
that in case there was something I wanted to communicate, there was a bell placed 
in the facial room and I could ring it and one of the speaking staff would come to the 
aid. 

And trust me, there was never any need for me to ring the bell. Sheetal was 
extremely proficient at her job and the facial she gave me was outstanding. I 
walked out of the room thoroughly relaxed and feeling fresh. Now it was time for 
my hair spa. And Deeksha was going to be my hair expert. I was super impressed 
with the care and attention and dexterity with which she handled my spa 
treatment, the whole time with this lovely smile on her face. It sure was a 
wonderful experience with wonderful people. And I was a satisfied customer with 
a perfect spa day.

One thing I noticed is that people with superpowers, both, at the restaurant and 
also at the salon, was their smile. And it was not a fake put on smile for the 
customers or patrons, but a heartfelt, genuine smile that reached their eyes, 
always and every single time. They are a happy lot, working alongside us, and 
making this world a lot brighter and more cheerful, by just being themselves in 
their actions. And actions do speak louder than words, and we all know that.

As I reached home, I couldn’t help but use Google to search for some statistics. To 
my amazement, I found that India has almost 13mn employable deaf people and a 
dismal 15% had formal jobs. The reasons were simple – no one to train them, no 
one wants to employ them, and even if employed, no one wants to include them. 
Not because it is difficult. Just because they don’t know how. And here are two 
organisations that have literally created businesses around deaf people, not by 
just including them, but rather including speaking people into the other world. 
SHIs are highly efficient because they deliver from memory and not by logic. So 
once well trained, there is little chance that they miss out or make mistakes unlike 
speaking people.

Only if there are more organisations like Madeira & Mime or Mirror & Mime who 
realise the potential of SHIs and their skills and offer them jobs that don’t need 
them to use the regular talking skills and still work super efficiently, and most 
importantly - without compromising on their productivity. My study revealed that 
they are best suitable for roles in hospitality, logistics, and professional services.

The Author is a die-hard fan &a regular customer of Madeira & Mime restaurant and 
Mirror & Mime salon

PTC 
Innovations Pvt. Ltd.

With Best Compliments from 
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People are flocking to movie theatres with a continues its charm, with telecast rights getting Rejoice… You’re a Survivor!  - Debashis 
vengeance, though they have become much more lapped up for a mind-boggling $6.2 billion recently.Banerjee
discerning and selective due to the plethora of Shopping at Real StoresCongratulations, options presented by the ongoing OTT Television 

Offline brick-n-mortar retailers are thanking their You are being awarded the title of “Survivor of the revolution.
stars, as shoppers are rediscovering the joy of Century” This year saw the release of two of the biggest shopping at a real store. While e-commerce or online 

- Authorities on Planet Earth blockbuster movies in Indian cinema - KGF Chapter 2 shopping accounted for 17% of overall retail sales in 
and RRR, both grossing over Rs. 1,200 crores All people reading this, I am referring to the physical, 2020-21, the number has dropped to 14% in 2022, 
worldwide, and are now among the top 5 highest-flesh & blood humans, and not ectoplasmic envious indicating that people still love shopping with real 
grossing films ever in Indian movie history.beings from another world who haven’t been as lucky, touch & feel. 

as truly deserving recipients of the above title. Despite the failures of some highly-anticipated Here in India, the retail boom continues with global 
Bollywood releases, the South Film industry seems to Each of us are true winners, people who have brands like Ikea, 7-Eleven, Popeye’s Chicken and 
have salvaged India’s reputation for producing big, survived three or perhaps more waves of the Victoria’s Secret launching and expanding their 
successful movies.apocalyptic pandemic that engulfed us over the past presence in a big way.

few years and wielded enough power to end our Weddings are back! Events and Celebrations
world as we know it. People seem to have finally found the right moment to Starved of the joy and fun of celebrating festivals like 
And, winners should celebrate… which they are get married. Weddings being more of show-off events, Holi and Diwali, Indians are going all-out in their 
doing, and how! a low-key, limited-guests pandemic wedding just ain’t celebrations this year. This is the first time in 3 years 

cutting the ice!The human race is back with a bang, squeezing as that we celebrated a proper Holi, Eid and Ganesh 
much out of their life on Earth as they can. It’s all In the US alone, the number of weddings in 2022 is set Chaturthi. 
around for us to see, experience, and feel good (or to cross a record 2.6 million, as most couples had kept Festivals like Durga Puja, Diwali and Christmas-New 
bad) about. their plans on hold due to so many restrictions posed Year promise to be real blockbusters when all of us 

by the pandemic. People are traveling like never before will be able to let our hair down and celebrate our win 
India, by sheer numbers, will be a leading market for over Covid-19.Despite pandemic-related travel restrictions and 
weddings this year with over 10 million weddings lockdowns in certain parts of the world, like China, With the fears of the pandemic finally fading away for 
forecast for the year. So, hard luck if you aren’t getting international tourism is seeing a strong and rapid real, and traditional ‘harmless’ diseases like dengue, 
invited to at least a few weddings this year!rebound. 2022 recorded over 300 million influenza and normal ‘jawr’ (fever) coming back, we 

international trips worldwide until June, with Sports is back in action should all feel happy because we seem to have gone 
numbers slated to go up much faster in the year's back to our normal lives, finally!This year has been a landmark year for Indian sports, 
second half. with other sports and events playing catch-up with There is a lot of happiness and optimism in the air all 
In India, places like Jammu & Kashmir and Sikkim are cricket. India’s stellar performance at the around us now, there are many reasons to be thankful, 
experiencing unprecedented tourist interest, and are Birmingham Commonwealth Games is helping sports and we should enjoy every moment from now on.
set to break all records by the end of this year. People like badminton, hockey and wrestling rise several Cheers to life!
are just waiting for an excuse to go out. All of us would notches on the Indian sporting ladder. 
have experienced that sense of ‘jealousy’ when our Cricket, which became a major ‘pandemic casualty’ is 
friends keep posting those ‘pouty’ selfies from their back with a bang, with a highly successful IPL 2022, 
exotic vacations on Facebook & Instagram. and big tournaments including the T20 World Cup in 
Cinema is back in fashion, at least the South ones Australia slated to be held later in the year. IPL too, 
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post the gruesome pandemic? Has ambition, what’s between B and D? It’s a “C” So what is a “C”? It is Work Life Balance is a Myth - is It? 
aspiration, hunger for growth, achievement and a Choice. Our Life is a matter of choices, Live well and it 

- Nivedita Dasgupta several such things become redundant? Is work more will never go wrong’. Living well are different things to 
“I have told my son I will quit my job, the day you start than “getting by”? Is work more than surviving different people. We live for fulfilling our aspirations 
working.” without being caught on the radar? and obligations for ourselves, our careers, our 

families and our communities, and more often than “The day I have 3 crores worth of savings in my bank Having a growth mindset in place to be a better 
not, this is not evenly aligned. account, I will leave for a road trip for 3 months.” person, working hard and achieving the best for 

ourselves, working towards our vision, having the When ‘work’ and ‘life’ fulfil entirely different “I will volunteer five days a week at the Remedial 
constant urge to grow and be better, all that is great purposes, the disengagement becomes palpable and learning centre in my locality, when I retire.” 
and is something that I too personally vouch for. But, dissonance between the two becomes shrill. When 

These are some snippets of conversations I have had 
here’s the catch, we’ll burn ourselves out very soon one is passionate about their work, and they are 

with several people over social meet ups in recent 
chasing all these elements, that contribute to self- absolutely in love with what they do for a living, then 

times, and a recurrent theme that emerges is that 
improvement, if we don’t give ourself permission to work becomes the most pleasurable aspect of their 

people want to get on with their careers in the ‘work’ 
take breaks from work and from chasing our goals day lives and the line between the two gets blurred. And if 

phase and they want to start their ‘life’ after that. It is 
in day out. And most importantly there is no right or someone asks me, what is that one thing which makes 

because, classically people look at work as a source of 
wrong in it. It depends on the way we look at a person manage this balance, my answer would be, 

sustenance or a means of building a corpus which will 
ourselves. I recently came across an article by “to be mindful while making choices and honouring 

aid in sustenance. 
Radhika Gupta, MD & CEO, Edelweiss where she those choices, once they are made”. Self-care is not 

And just as we proceed to conclude that people of our concludes her article on hustle culture and the near- selfish. The paradigm that, looking after ourselves 
generation have accepted their lot, that WORK LIFE violent reaction to it with these words, “P.S.  I have versus others (others may include career, family 
BALANCE IS A MYTH, a new-age concept of ‘Quiet lived most of my life doing the long hours, the crazy &even community), is a zero-sum game needs a 
Quitting’ has hit us and its everywhere. The number travel, the quick return from maternity… I choose a thorough review. When we look after ourselves; our 
of articles, posts etc on social media on it is mind hectic pace of life because it makes me truly happy.  abilities to understand and look after others, pursue 
boggling, and of course the world is divided No regrets. our ‘work’ goals, and lead a meaningful ‘life’ is 
somewhere in the centre. Platitudes and theories nourished and nurtured. Life is about finding the P.P.S.  Don’t troll me :)”. I loved the PPS, because I know 
about choices and consequences are being bandied middle path or the golden mean. In this golden mean, how strongly people feel about it.
around and new alliances are being made and old ties we find that life is not about balance but finding an 

So, is WORK LIFE BALANCE REALLY A MYTH? Is it are being broken because of the same. For the rare upward virtuous cycle.
common to believe that this balance cannot be population who have missed this fad, ‘quiet quitting’ 
achieved? Is it a difficult task that most struggle with?is about putting bare minimum effort at the 

workplace just to get by. Search google for memes and I believe the answer lies in the fact as to how we frame 
reels and you will be flooded. So, have the millennials the definition of work and what really is the definition 
found the magic spot? Is this then the answer to work of life. I guess the most common definition that people 
life balance? attribute to ‘work’ is that it is an activity that we 

undertake to earn money. It could be a job, or a Well, if “getting by” is the motto, then yes. However, 
business, or I trade my skills and talent in return of some basic questions sneak in. Is it just the 
money. Work is livelihood. Work is routine. Work is momentary mantra of a so-called entitled generation, 
mundane. Work is boring. On the other hand, what is who already have everything provided for? Is it just 
‘life’? I read somewhere and this definition resonated the backlash of a set of employees, who are having to 
-‘Life a journey from B to D. From Birth to Death, But deal with a need to hustle in a recessionary economy 

Images are used for representative purposes only. No copyright infringement intended.
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The Indian Economy depends on agriculture. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=agj9jWF6
More than 50% of the Indian GDP comes out 6Qg This concept is easy to build and can 
of the farm sector. Therefore, it is imperative revolutionize the Indian farm space, also leading 
that the IT and technology space where to less wastage of precious water resources in 
Indian IT companies dominate in the world the country. We know that tomorrow wars will 
also looks at this sector at home as an apt be on water, including the ongoing one between 
candidate for innovation. Ukraine and Russia which was triggered not just 

by Ukraine’s NATO entry wish, but also by Any innovation in India’s farm sector will 
Ukraine cutting off water supply to Russian-result in higher per acre crop yield and 
heldCrimea. thereby increase the disposable income at 

the hands of the Indian farmer. As you may This small sub Rs. 1,000 module can make the 
also know that India tops the world with a life of the Indian farmer much easier too, with 
gruesome figure of farmer suicides. him able to see when a specific part of his farm 

would need watering, and then watering only Innovation in the farm space can be driven by 
that part through his mobile phone, anywhere in both botanical and genetic ones, the water 
the world. and irrigation direction, and labour-saving 

initiatives. Therein comes the use of IoT for IoT devices outnumber human population and 
farms. are multiplying faster than human growth, and 

are slated to reach 25 billion by 2030 by most Broadly it can be categorized into two parts - 
estimates. Seeding, plantation time & Maintenance 

times. In both, Internet-of-Things (IoT) can Can India afford to stay behind?
be used. IoT, as many are aware, is an 
Internet-enabled network of connections - 
between devices, equipment, animals, 
humans and Technology / Software as the 
backbone - to carry out pre-designed 
functions without human intervention.  
Reliance Industries has a use-case of drone-
based IoT seeding of large agricultural lands 
which can be fed by their soon-to-come 5G 
Networks. This was announced at their 
recently held AGM, by no less than the 
Chairman himself. 

In the maintenance area, we can look at IoT- 
based smart watering systems for the farms 

which are accurate to the extent that only 
parts of the farm, which actually need water 
will be watered.

My Love for Extinct Animals - Daebi Chatterjee

I will be talking about some of my favorite extinct animals. Yes, I am 
in love with them since whenever I hear or see their stories, I start 
visualizing and get transferred to their amazing worlds. Too bad 
that they are no longer there, and if we do not take care of nature we 
will not have what we see around us today.

Unfortunate that they are not around anymore, but I am ever 
inspired to bring them back to live, as soon as I become a 
Paleontologist!

Did you know about the Megalodon? This is one of the biggest 
sharks in possibly the entire history of the world. It was supposedly 
60 feet long and weighed 50 tonnes (Imagine the number of zeros in 
its weight). I am fascinated about its extinction story and that 
nothing of the Megalodon’s remains, apart from its gigantic teeth. 

How did they go extinct? I am fascinated by its possible reasons that 
scientists give - Could it have been due to: Its preys going extinct? Or 
did the Megalodon’s preys move to cooler waters where the 
Megalodon could not follow? Or could it have been an unknown 
activity that killed off these large animals?

And the one that I fancy the most - do they still exist in the Marianna 
trench in South Pacific Ocean? Or is the Megalodon the Black 
demon shark in the Sea of Cortez. No evidence of these animals 
exists apart from tales from fishermen.

And now for some interesting land animals that have gone extinct - 
The Mammoths from Siberia. I really hope and wish that the 
scientists can bring the mammoths back to life. But will they be able 
to survive in this new world where temperatures are going up 
steadily?

I eagerly wait for this miracle!

IOT - Smart Farm - Anindya Chakravorty

Star Fairy Faces of Human
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hilly topography with neat clusters of small houses praying for our safety, we ultimately reached. “She sells sea shells on Seychelles’ shore”
surrounded by the pristine blue ocean. Soon, we Seaweed clumps washed up on the beach. The tiny 

- Apurva Mukherjee reached Praslin, aerially, 42 kilometres away from granite island houses more than 300 giant Aldabra 
It all unfolded with one such travelogue printed on Mahé. The employees of Acajou Beach Resort warmly tortoises ranging from 0 to 120 years old. We stroked 
the glossy pages of a travel magazine. A couple of greeted us. We had made it a point to try the their loose, leathery skin and hard shell. A boardwalk 
years ago, my father discovered paradise on earth. traditional Creole cuisine all throughout our stay. Red led us through mangroves to the Doctor’s House on 
Seychelles had always been on his mental radar ever snapper, jobfish, prawns, pork, beef, you name it- we the other side of the island. Hungry, we were 
since. Finally, time and circumstances allowed us to had it! tantalized by the smoke and crackling sounds of the 
visit this archipelago on 5th August 2022. barbecue. Flame-grilled tuna and chicken, rice and The next day, we headed for Vallée de Mai Nature 

lots of salad satisfied our cravings.Before we delve into our experience, I want to Reserve, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. It is 
enlighten the readers about this country. Comprising renowned for its endemic species of Coco de Mer We were then taken to the uninhabited island of St. 
115 islands in the Indian Ocean, Seychelles is located (Lodoiceamaldivica), a type of palm with the largest Pierre in the bay of Côte d'Or on Praslin. This rocky 
northeast of Madagascar. It is the only African seed. The gestation period of this palm is similar to islet is the perfect spot for snorkelling. Seychelles has 
country classified as a high-income economy by the that of humans. The local guide introduced us to five a strong maritime influence. The splash made by the 
World Bank. The capital, Victoria, is situated on the other types of palms such as the Lattanyen Lat. We boat cutting through the waves was invigorating. The 
island of Mahé. Seychelles was under French rule missed seeing the Seychelles Black Parrot but we did hotel's evening activities included dinner and 
before becoming a British colony more than a century spot the popular Takamaka trees and Green Day Seychellois music performed by local musicians.
ago. Since gaining its independence in 1976, Geckos. The trail through this forest gave us a dose of A daylong trip to La Digue island was the next on our 
Seychelles has become a dream holiday destination wilderness that refreshed our spirits. The swaying itinerary. We had an open truck ready for our pickup 
thanks to its rich cultural and natural diversity. Creole branches and rustling leaves sounded like tranquil after a ferry ride from Praslin. We were really amused 
is spoken by most Seychellois. waves lapping against the coast. by the idea of an entire truck being booked for only 
When one hears about an island nation, their Mount Zimbabwe is the highest point on Praslin. I felt three people when the driver informed us that it was 
thoughts typically conjure up the same mundane as if I was on top of the world as, I could oversee most arranged for only two for the next day! We started off 
sight of some sea and some sandy beach with some of the island from there. Following this, we stopped at at Anse Source d'Argent. A heavenly abode for 
sunbathers. However, the Seychellois sceneries are a nearby beach. Dead coral fragments beautifully travellers, this narrow beach is flanked by bizarrely 
all unique; white beaches lining turquoise waters littered the fine white sand. Water from either side of shaped granite rocks. Perfectly placed are the little 
with giant boulders on one side and lush green a large rock crashed against it and gave rise to a souvenir shops, cafes, swings and hammocks. Light 
mountains on the other - totally, a postcard view! picturesque landscape. rains made our experience special as the wind caused 

the droplets to brush our skin. The weather was just 4th August found me and my parents in the sea- a sea Our trip would have been incomplete without having 
fine.of people at the airport! It was exciting to be boarding the local delicacy- coconut octopus curry with saffron 

an aeroplane for the first time after 2018. We arrived rice! At one of the most beautiful beaches of Praslin- The Aldabra Giant Tortoise enclosure and vanilla 
in Mahé via Dubai, the following day. Anse Lazio, as soon as we spread out our beach mat plantations are popular tourist attractions in the 

under a shaded place, we made for the water. The l’Union Estate. Here, we fed these land giants some The magnificent sky and the golden sun halfway up 
salty air and cyan sea gave us a sensory overdose. The crimson leaves. seemed to welcome us. After acquiring a visa stamp at 
waves came back and forth, humming a soothing the airport, we proceeded from the international Neighboring this is a 40-metre monolith - the Giant 
lullaby for those who were sunbathing. Later that terminal to the domestic one. After breakfast at their Union Rock. The sea seemed like an opened roll of blue 
night, I was enthralled by the clear night sky with a full aesthetically pleasing airport, we waited for a couple silk fabric. Post lunch, we drove back to the jetty. My 
moon wrapped in a blanket of jewel-like stars.of hours, before boarding Air Seychelles which would father and I rode two rented bicycles around, till our 

take us to Praslin, also known as the Garden of Eden. It was the 7th of August and we took a speed boat to ferry arrived. We explored the locality as the winds 
Curieuse Island. Strong winds and choppy waters came crashing against our faces.That flight was quite different from others. The 
ensured a bumpy ride. Gripping onto the rails and islands looked divine from the air- diverse flora on the 
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On the 9th, we reached Mahé by their 19-seater flag artist- Michael Adams, M.B.E. Hundreds of paintings 
carrier. Hilton Seychelles Northolme Resort & Spa in in watercolours, silk screens, calendars and postcards 
Beau Vallon was where we stayed on this most are all the magic that is stored in a handsome white 
commercial island. I was beyond thrilled to find an house. Adams’ distinct style of scintillating artwork of 
infinity pool in our room which fronted the sea. nature and his other sights has won him international 
Leaving all my stuff, I headed straight for the pool! acclaim. This 85-year-old painter and his wife were 
Mere words or photographs cannot do justice to the very humble and warm in their welcome. The Sauzier 
panoramic vista. waterfall marked the end of the day’s trip. We reached 

We had scheduled a full-day tour of Victoria as well as the hotel room just in time to see the changing hues of 

the other places in Mahé for the next day. Along the the sky; candy floss drifted across an artist’s 

way, we laid our eyes upon the elegantly coloured unfinished canvas. The lilac-blue base with peach and 

houses below in patches of green and blue. We neon pink streaks is something truly unforgettable. 

wandered the streets of Victoria’s main square and During our glass-bottom boat ride the following 
found the 19th-century Immaculate Conception morning, we passed container ships, windmills, 
Cathedral and the Victoria Clock tower. We also sailboats, surfers and fishing boats. Fish feeding was 
visited the only Hindu temple in Seychelles, Arul Mihu number one on our agenda. All the passengers were 
Navasakthi Vinayagar which is built in a south Indian given slices of bread to attract fishes. We saw some 
architectural style with pastel-coloured deities blue fish through the glass. In 2016, due to the 
dawning the walls. There is a small but well- increased sea temperatures, most of the corals 
maintained National Museum that provides underwent depigmentation. I spotted black and 
extensive insight into Seychellois history and culture. white striped fish, long white fish, and green, brown 
The Sir Selwyn Selwyn-Clarke Market selling seafood, and white coral underwater while snorkelling. A 
spices, local jewellery and clothes was swarming with nature trail in the Ste. Anne Marine National Park of 
people. Since tourism is Seychelles' largest sector, the Moyenne island brought us to some peculiar rocks 
residents were badly affected during the pandemic. and interesting points. 
Their government played a big role in helping the 

12th August was when we departed from this 
people monetarily.

beautiful country. After a stopover at Abu Dhabi, we 
Upon reaching one of the island's highest points, we finally reached Mumbai on the 13th. What a fantastic 
got a bird’s eye view. It was plain breathtaking- little holiday it was! A holiday from worrying about 
hilly islands, residential and commercial complexes studies, exams, assignments or projects. Despite the 
located in the blue expanse. We were able to witness cost, you won't regret visiting Seychelles!  I’m grateful 
the landing of Viking Air DHC-6-400 Twin Otter at the to my parents for having planned this vacation. It was 
airport in slow motion. Eden Island is a posh artificial a much-needed, long-due getaway that rejuvenated 
island built on reclaimed land. It has a yacht marina, a our senses.
mall and multiple hotels and restaurants. Post lunch 
there, we went to visit the Domaine de Val des Pres - 
Craft Village.  Artisans sell their wares in small 
vibrantly painted huts.

Subsequently, we crossed the prominent Takamaka 
Rum Distillery on our way to Seychelles’ most famous 
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Paintings - Pranali Narayanan

Ma Durga, Child Ganesh & Lord Shiva Arpan

Ma Yashodha & Kanha Naari Shakti Damsel - Keya Bhattacharya

Durga Puja - Oishi Chatterjee

Durga Puja is celebrated for four days in a 
year, when Goddess Durga descends to 
earth along with her children. On her 
arrival, she is worshiped and showered 
with love, similar to a daughter who comes 
to her mother’s place once every year. 
People look upto her as a mother, as a 
daughter and as a protector. 

My family and I are an integral part of such 
celebrations, whether in Mumbai or in 
Kolkata. This is also a time when we meet 
our relatives and celebrate with all of 
them. I had the opportunity to spend a few 
of the pujas at Kolkata. The whole city 
comes to a halt and people in thousands 
are on the streets. The city is fully lit up, 
and every one is dressed in their best 
traditional clothes to celebrate. 

Mumbai has also caught up in terms of the 
celebrations. There are a lot of Puja 
mandaps around. This helps me connect to 
a part of me which I otherwise miss out 
since I am not in Kolkata. I keep hearing 
from my parents as to how they would 
celebrate when they were young. Times 
change but celebrations don’t and the 
strong bonds of culture definitely does not.

However, the saddest part is Dussera when 
Ma Durga returns to her abode in Mount 
Kailas. What starts with Khuti Pujo ends 
with Bijoya Doshomi. But with every 
ending there is a hope of new beginnings - 
and every year we say “Asche Bochor abar 
hobe” meaning “Next year, once again”. 

Rejuvenation - Swarnali Chowdhury
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jungle safari to this tiger reserve I was also eager to Never did we imagine that Chota Matka was looking Bagh Kothi - Tadoba Diaries - Santanu Sen
see other mammals and reptiles and of course the for a short recess, as well!!

Every jungle has a story. This adventure was like no 
beautiful birds in the sky as Tadoba is rich in its We had packed up our food box and some of us had other-Tracking the most popular tigers of India at the 
diversity of forest inhabitants. already boarded the vehicle, except the daring us! Tadoba Andhari National Park, located in Nagpur 
Once we entered the gates of the park, I felt a certain Which is when we saw him leisurely walking towards district of Maharashtra. This was our second visit to 
thrill in me like never before. The prospect of seeing a our pit stop. Oh blimey!! I was a moment of the park. 
tiger gave me butterflies in my stomach. At first, the coordinated muscle brain freeze and we were 

It had been a while that we were at the jungle and 
silence of the jungle was exciting as ever but once you dumbstruck in admiration as we saw him walk past 

COVID restrictions certainly did not help. It all started 
enter the park you can hear certain typical calls of the fence, just a few yards away, as he crossed three 

with a two-year-old booking that needed to be 
birds and animals that are as soothing and relaxing. parked vehicles. In the next few minutes, we probably 

utilised. So, defying the sizzling summer and the 
One seems to be able to experience a unique sound shot a thousand photos of Matka. My wife seemed to 

hangover of fairly two hectic months, we, the ever 
and smell like nowhere else. get this accelerated streak of courage and she 

enthusiasts for a jungle safari, set off for Nagpur, the 
followed him for a few steps outside the fenced The biting enthusiasm paid off around 7AM, when nearest airport for Tadoba, on 28th of April, with a 
enclosure, with an unobstructed view, all the while Choto Matka choseto walk the talk. As we took a turn few friends, a group of 5 in total. 
trying to capturing him in her camera and me next to into a narrow dusty road, we saw him. Oh, what a 

The flight to Nagpur was on time and we landed at her, capturing the moments on video. The memory of sight. As he walked out of the bushes ahead of us and 
around 8.30 pm. As we stepped out of our aircraft, these endless 5 minutes will remain eternally etched we literally drove past him and stopped to behold the 
were we unconsciously expecting the first smell of in our minds.beautiful creature from the front. Not that he cared, as 
the big cat? Or, was the sheer Jungle-mania play tricks 

he walked past us for some time down the dusty path On our way out of the forest, we saw a few deer and 
with our minds? 

and into the jungle with his confident, powerful and birds though that memory seems to be blurred by the 
After a quick dinner stop spiced up by Bong group yet charming trot. Under the shadow of the adjacent glamour of Panthera Tigris.
cacophony, we the brave 5, headed towards Bagh trees and at times, under the bright sun; his coat For the evening safari of Day 1, we had booked our 
Kuthi, aka our nest at Tadoba. Three hours’ drive changed colours from brown to bright yellow, criss- safari from Kolara Madanpura gate to go into the Core 
through the city on a desolate but clear night did not crossed with his dark stripes and a long muscular & Zone of the forest and our sighting target this time was 
matter because our minds were filled with what lay grand tail to complement. As he started walking away Maya, Balram and Sharmili
ahead. into the forest, we tried manoeuvring our vehicle to 

As if the morning exhilaration was not enough!! It did 
get a better view of him until finally he was not visible Day 1 - Our first glimpse of the jungle:

not take us much efforts to jump back to our jeep at 
anymore.Our first safari of this trip started at 5 am the around 4 PM, notwithstanding the scorching sun. The 
We drove around for a while, spotting deer, sambar following morning. The zone, Ali Zanza and the logistics at the forest gate was similar. Though our 
and birds, till we stopped in the park for breakfast sighting goal Chota Matka, Jharni, Bunty and Babli; unreasonable expectations saw no bounds and +40 
that our hotel staff was so kind to pack for us that the stars of this region. Tigers usually have their degrees Celsius just did not seem to matter much.
early in the morning. This stop is usually a random assumed territory and hence the possibility of 

We drove around a few water bodies, sighted a few 
clearing with a simple wired fence, approximately 7 specific tiger sightings at a particular gate, 

exquisite & colourful birds, Chausingha, barking deer 
to 8 feet in height, with a few stray benches, supplemented by local intel is always there. We 

and probably the biggest Indian Bison also called the 
washrooms and at times attached a settlement of few reached the park gate well in advance, eager to be the 

Wild Gaur that I have ever seen. After an hour or so, we 
houses or a one-off place of worship. The food packets first ones to enter the jungle and experience the 

reached a water hole which seemed like the most 
that are packed for this journey is quite modest. Also, breeze, chill, the smell, the sound 

popular evening destination for our tiger friends. It 
one does not really care to waste time to eat. Anyway, We jumped on to our safari vehicle outside the forest seemed that nearly all the allotted safari vehicles had 
our jeep pulled up right outside this space and he gate, booked for us. I was excited about the first safari, reached this water hole and its passenger all waiting 
stepped out for a short pause. dreaming about what lies ahead. Embarking on a 
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 in anticipation. Quite a sight to experience, more than got him his name. beautiful species that our eyes savored during this 
50 people crammed on a few jeeps braving the hot safari were tiger’s dentist, doel, Bulbuli, kingfisher, On the way back, we spotted a leopard camouflaged 
forest for a few glimpses of the king of this jungle. But woodpecker and a few other gems like the owl, eagle, behind a dry rugged foliage and a red terrain. It was at 
he was not to show up so easily!! drogma, green bee eater, Indian roller, Lupwig, red a fair distance and the binoculars gave us a good view. 

headed ibis and black headed ibis, rooster, paradise fly After a long wait we decided to go around the water Though the sharp camera lenses did not fail to 
catcher bharadwaj, kingfisher. The crisp and clean air hole and wait in the logical path of the tiger’s water capture the beautifully patched and spotted coat of 
was therapeutic.hole visit. Maybe he has finished his drink for the day the beast.

and was lazing under a cool shade. Just as we moved Though the tiger eluded us this morning, we came Day 2, morning safari- The next day our journey was 
ahead, we heard the safari vehicles behind us, rev up back refreshed and revitalized. planned through the Belara gate. Today, we were 
and moving. We realised later that the tiger had visit hopeful to see a pair of migrant tigers, new to this area On the afternoon of Day 2, we could not get a safari 
the water hole just a few minutes after we had moved of the forest and the locals. booking. 
on and all the vehicles were trying to align to his walk 

The luck of sighting another striped charmer was not Our tour organizer dropped us from the hook at the back 
with us today. Or, maybe he was somewhere around last moment. Apparently, the forest officials had to 

It was a different experience, all the vehicle rushing but invisible because of his striped fur, which blends entertain senior government officials. Though, we 
up and down, as if they had decided the path of the in with the trees. were very frustrated, the forced break worked out 
tiger walk, while some listening for in deadly silence well. We took the time out to experience the resort and Our jeep with the driver and the experienced, trying to capture the tiger call, usually raised by the did a night crawler exploration of the city. In fact, there knowledgeable guide zoomed into the Tiger Reserve deer and the monkeys. And there he was!! were quite a few things we found out.and with the curious eyes, were searching for some 
Mataura showed up on the path, right ahead of our real adventure like Tiger in front of our jeep! Nothing Our resort at Bagh Kothi, really borders the core area 
vehicle, look a short pause, as if offering us the photo- of that sort happened, though. it was a few hours of of the forest, perched right outside the original Kolara 
opportunity in lieu of our long wait and with a fluid mesmerizing experience in a beautiful jungle. gate, something we realised during our evening walk 
grace walked into the tall grasses of the forest, slowly with Swapnil, our resort owner. Truly, our resort Tadoba is an unusual wildlife reserve that gains its disappearing from our line of sight.  As we were shares a common fence with the forest and the uniqueness because of the southern tropical dry and craning our necks for the last views, there was a original gate to the forest. Earlier, this gate also served deciduous beauty it upholds. About 87% of the forest sudden uproar. Now, what was that!! as the shortcut from Tadoba to Chandrapur . As we teak comprise of bamboo, ain (crocodile bark), bija, 
Juna Bhaiseemed to be following Matka!! She did a were walking towards this gate, Swapnil narrated a dhauda, hald, salai, semal and tendu. The park is also 
similar trip down tothe water hole, through the forest story on how, a woman forest guard was mauled to dotted with patches of lush meadows, and many 
clearing and now across our path, where we were death by a Maya, a 10 years old tigress then, around a medicinal climbers and plants. For us it was a day to 
parked. Double excitement even though it was a brief water body, just around the precincts of this gate. enjoy the beauty of the dense forests, the beautiful 
encounter. She was probably heading back to her 3 Interesting, this is now the territory of Rudra There Tadoba Lake, patches of grassy meadows and 
cubs who are now a couple of years old (one male & are other stories of death of forest guards & labourers. sprawling valley.
two females). Hence, abundant caution is most essential. Based on 

We passed red sandy trails, well-constructed roads his suggestion we took a night drive around the forest, Quick trivia: Matkasur is one of the most celebrated and raw paths in the dense forest. It was nothing short travelling through the Chandrapur area on a rather tigers of Tadoba, currently referred to as the King of of a privilege to see nature’s inhabitants in their dark night. Our journey started at 10 PM, Past Kolar Tadoba; he has fathered the third litter of Maya, the natural habitat, displaying raw emotions. As someone and Madnapur and Shirkhada gate, past Gondmoahali current Queen of Tadoba. His claim to fame is due to said, if I have to give up one, I will keep the ear and give Boating resort, our destination was Mul village, while his repeated victory over Gabbar, another popular, the eye. So, true is the fact that it is possible to our driver Md Mohin narrated few interesting details aggressive and intimidating inhabitant of Tadoba. As understand the picture only by smell, but cannot of these places.  the story goes, he has often been seen by Maya, the experience smells, just with your eyes. Some of the 
love of his life. His huge body and a distinct pot-belly 
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Day 3: Morning. This time it was the Kolara Gate on a at the resort was extremely comfortable and very well 
canter vehicle. Our sighting target for our last visit managed by a group of very courteous staff. Bagh Koti 
was Rudra - the Great. is the latest addition to the many resorts around the 

forest. It is collection of six luxury machan cottages, The experience of an open canter, with a group of 12 
each with a jungle facing veranda and an amazing others was very different. While there were a few of 
machan that gives you feel of an open clear star-the cacophony sorts, a few dressed to the teeth for a 
studded sky and a deep smell of the jungle.few others it was one of their many safaris and their 

experience spoke. Nonetheless, it was a lovely mix of Before I sign-off from my story on the Land of the 
safari goers. It was clearly a different part of the Tigers, a few interesting facts. This great forest of 
forest. With a darker hue of red soil, many more water Tadoba is named after the tribal god Tadu, who fought 
bodies and a distinct smell of moisture. against a tiger. The Tadoba-Andhari Tiger Reserve 

part of the Chandrapur District is Maharashtra’s Patience is bitter, but its fruits are sweet. Or should 
oldest & largest National Park. Tadoba National Park we say that Anticipation driven assurance. We drove 
was created in the year 1955. The Andhari Wildlife around the forest for quite a while and minds were 
Sanctuary was formed in the year 1986 and was hitting the snooze button from the excitement and 
amalgamated with the park in 1995 to establish the exhaustion of the last two days. 
present Tadoba Andhari Tiger Reserve. 

As we manoeuvred through the forest in the last hour 
It has six entry gates leading into three core zones - of the allotted safari time, we spotted Rudra. He was 
Moharli, Tadoba North Range, and Kolsa South Range, absolutely stunning and great and big in every sense. 
covering approximately 1700Square Kms. It is He emerged from behind the bushes across a water 
believed to house over a tiger  population of 100 and body and tiptoed into the blue water with a matching 
home to other mammals, including Indian leopards, swagger that only matches the swag of a King. At 
wild dogs, sloth Bear, Nilgai, barking deer, sambhars, times waist high and in other instances all the way to 
jungle cats, etc. and other species like the marsh his neck and seemed to be truly enjoying being in the 
crocodile and India Star Tortoise and reptiles like the water. His beauty was mesmerizing yet he so 
Indian Cobra and the Russell Vipers and close to 200 dangerous looking. It is said that Rudra is the current 
species of birds  like Grey-headed Fish Eagle, Crested King of Tadoba, overthrowing Matkasura. 
Serpent Eagle, Peacock and, Jewel Beetles, Wolf 

Behind the glamour & glitz is an unsettling bloodbath, Spiders, all famous and wildly seen rich in flora and 
a chaos between the tigers and the survival of the fauna. The park is open for visitors from 15th October 
fittest continues.  to 30th June every season and remains full-day closed 
On our way out, we sighted a few amazing species of on every Tuesday. Private vehicles are not allowed 
birds, a lake whose border is infested with crocodiles and one has to hire government approved open top 
and a terrain that will always remind me of a big Gypsy vehicle at the forest gate. The number of 
forest. vehicles & visitors are restricted so make sure that 

you have made your reservation well in advance.The afternoon was the start of our journey back. On 
the way to the airport, it was only customary to pick 
up a few boxes of orange barfis from Heera Sweets, at 
Sadar area, bid goodbye to the city with a promise to 
come back soon.

I do want to leave a small note about our stay. Our stay 
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Or is it? Now some perspective on distances. A matter of Perspective - Jayanta Kar
Our home Galaxy, the Milky way, is a moderate sized Our solar system extends to just about 6.5 billion kms Our home, planet Earth, is made up of vast expanse of 
galaxy and home to an estimated 300 billion stars, from the Sun which is a paltry 0.0007 Light years(1 oceans, some of abyssal depths, majestic & imposing 
each with their own set of planets, satellites, asteroids Light year equals approx. 1 trillion kms). The star mountain ranges, dense rain forests, parched barren 
and so on. Supposedly, the largest star in the Milky nearest to us, after our sun, Alpha Centauri, is just deserts, desolate icy continents and so much more. 
way is one named VY Canis Major is which is about 4 Light years away. At maximum speeds of Measuring 40,000 Kms around the equator, our 
approximately 1500 times bigger and 270,000 times current space-ships, it may take us around 30,000 planet is large. 
brighter than our sun. That is undoubtedly big but, years to get there. Our immediate galactic neighbour, 
the largest known star in the universe is one named, the Andromeda, with about a trillion stars, is just 
UY Scuti. Perspective goes for a toss when you try to about 2.5 million Light years away. Incidentally, the 
imagine that, almost 5 billion suns could fit inside a Milky way & the Andromeda are on a collision course, 
sphere, the size of UY Scuti. rushing at each other at a speed of approximately 

500,000 kms an hour. At this speed, the collision is 
likely to happen in about 4 to 5 billion years. Sadly, 
humans are not going to be around to witness that 
cosmic spectacle or cataclysm. 

While the MiIkyway measures approximately 
120,000 Light years end-to-end, the largest galaxy 

Or is it?
discovered till date, Alcyoneus, is over 16 million 

If the earth is large, then Jupiter, the largest planet of Light years across!!! While the Milky way contains 
our solar system, is huge! So huge, that approximately roughly 300 billion stars, the Alcyoneus, is home to an 
1200 earths can easily fit inside Jupiter. In fact, The estimated 100 trillion stars.Another entity in the universe is as mysterious, as 
Great Red Spot, the storm raging in Jupiter for over terrifying and as humongous as anything can be - The 
400 years, is bigger than the earth. Black Holes!!! Armed with infinite gravity, any form of 

matter including light cannot escape its clutches once So, if Jupiter is huge, what about our star, the Sun? 
close and hence the name – ‘Black’ holes. These exist The Sun is so large that approximately 1.3 million 
in various sizes…. from extremely small ones (say the earths can fill into it. And if that is not enough, the sun 
size of a city) to Supermassive ones, particularly like accounts for almost 99.86% of the mass in our solar 
the one at the centre of our Galaxy. Named ‘Sagittarius system. Now that is indeed massive!
A’, this monster is 4.3 million times the size of our sun 
and growing - with its insatiable appetite for matter of 
all kinds. If that is our largest, then the largest known 
Supermassive Black hole in the Universe resides in a 
faraway galaxy and that monster of monsters, is 130 
billion kms in diameter and could gobble in, over 20 
billion suns!!! Well, Sagittarius A is truly a midget in 
comparison! Fortunately, as on date, there are no 
‘Black Holes’ in the immediate vicinity of our solar 
system. So, chances of us being ‘spaghetti-zed’ is 
almost non-existent – at least for now!

The Earth is but, 
just a dot

The Sun, 
barely a pixel.

The 
Alcyoneus 
Galaxy

The Milky 
way Galaxy
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The recently launched James Webb Space telescope brought us pictures of a 

small patch of sky containing thousands of galaxies, billions of light years 

away. How large is this patch of sky? As large as a grain of sand held at an 

arm’s length!! One will never know if these galaxies still exist as light from 

them have travelled billions of years to reach us. Yet, the fact that we see 

them, only blows away our mind on the size & infiniteness of the cosmos. 

In the recent past, scientists have strongly hypothesized on the concept of 

Multiverse - or multiple universes, (as if one wasn’t enough) each separated 

from another, each distinctly different, each with its own set of galaxies, 

stars, planets and so on.

In context of the unfathomable vastness of the universe, that presumably 

came about from an infinitely dense point, 13.8 billion years ago, we Homo 

Sapiens hardly assume any significance. We appeared on the scene 

approximately 200,000 years ago and who knows may not be around after a 

few thousand years. Well, with the kind of abuse we inflict on our planet, 

our shelf-life as a specie, could barely be in hundreds!

Our home planet will of course live on, for another 4 to 5 billion years but we 

humans, who pride ourselves to be masters of all we survey, to be the know-

all and end-all of everything, with our bloated egos, our pettiness and with 

all our self-conceived aura - are hopelessly stacked against this gargantuan 

play of the cosmos. So, preachy as it may sound - while we are around for 

this extremely short span, may we live and let-live, love, smile, laugh, 

embrace, touch, share, care for one another and for mother nature in our 

own little ways.

Cluster of distant 
galaxies in small 
patch of sky
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The infinity loop

Is this what life is 
going to be about? 
A repeating loop of 
events? 

Or do we feel so 
because of social 
media?      

Watch people trying to stay relevant, become relevant, 
achieve glory, have it all only to detox their way out of 
it. Flames flirting over Instagram stories, upping their 
simping game, moving over from the talking stage, to 
majorly crushing on each other, getting all high on 
vibes and then closing their chapter. 

A good time ends, life goes on and on and on and on 
and on and another song trends on Instagram. A music 
that never took off that well suddenly hits the top 10. A 
music that you swore you’d never succumb to 
becomes an earworm and you find yourself grooving 
to it as you swipe up. 

Netflix catches your attention and you watch a nice 
series that you can finally brag about to your friends 
who kept debating about it all weekend only to find out 
that they discovered another cool one. You put up a 
meme on your IG Story and people respond to it, 
reactions keep coming in until they stop. 

And then you’re left with a void - that’s okay, life goes 
on and on and on and on and you look up. You’re in the 
bus, you look around; everybody around is on their 
phone. They’re all a part of the same loop that you are 
in. The same loop that you and I will continue being in 
until; well, until, a song long forgotten becomes a trend 
and joins the loop.

We’re all in this. We’re all in the same loop. 

Is this what life is going to be about? A repeating loop 
of events? Or do we 

Healing A thousand heartbeats 

One of the best feelings in the world is when you feel 

the nectar of healing all across your senses. You’re 

happy by yourself and feel the love that you receive 

from the people who love you. You’re no longer 

forcing emotions, friendships and relationships. 

You acknowledge that everything that has 

happened in your life during this entire period - 

whether good or bad has led you to this peaceful 

version of yourself. You understand that things and 

people change for you when you change your 

perspective towards them. You are free. Free from 

your past, from regrets, guilt, mistakes. Free from 

unwanted desires. Free from that baggage you 

carried all along. You’re free and you feel the beauty 

within yourself. You feel beautiful inside-out. This 

feeling is not far away. 

Just hang in there. Don’t give up. You’re almost 

there. You’re almost there.

A glimpse it was supposed to be - 

a mere reflex of an action, 

that the eye beholds, 

when it comes across another form. 

A glimpse that turned into a thousand heartbeats, 

leaving me smitten after a very long time, 

as though I came across a magical being. 

Eyes so dark, if I had another glance, 

I’d surely discover the universe in them.

An aura so, so bold, strong and mystical, 

as though he were sent from paradise. 

A glimpse that turned into a frozen moment, 

leaving me asking for yet another glance. 

Just another glance.

Thougths & Reflections - Gayatri R Chowdhary

With Best Compliments from

Alpha Indane 

(Gujarat)
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